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Abstract of the Dissertation
Probing the Protein Folding Mechanism by Simulation of Dynamics
and Nonlinear Infrared Spectroscopy
by
Christopher Nicholas Marai
Doctor of Philosophy
in
Biochemistry and Structural Biology
Stony Brook University
2010
This dissertation presents simulation based approaches towards the study of the
dynamics and nonlinear spectroscopy of protein folding. The folding mechanisms of two
model protein systems, the N-terminal domain of ribosomal protein L9 (NTL9) and the
synthetic Beta3s mini-protein were investigated. All-atom molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations and two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy (2DIR) computations were
employed in the investigation of the folding mechanisms of these model systems. In this
work, the folding mechanism and transition state ensemble (TSE) of the 56-residue Nterminal domain of L9 (NTL9) was probed. The TSE was identified from high
temperature unfolding all-atom MD simulations in conjunction with experimentally
determined Φ-values. The TSE ensemble of NTL9 was found to be largely native in
composition, with a well defined secondary structure. In the progression to folding after
crossing the TSE our data suggests that much of the drive towards the native state of
NTL9 is spent optimizing electrostatic interactions between stable secondary structure
elements. This work also proposes the use two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy
(2DIR) to characterize the folding mechanism of the mini-protein Beta3s. In this study
Beta3s was folded by MD simulation and intermediate conformational ensembles were
identified. The two-dimensional infrared spectrum was calculated for the intermediate
and native states of the mini-protein. A direct structure-spectra relationship was
determined by analysis of conformational properties and specific residue contributions.
The structural origins of diagonal and off-diagonal peaks in the 2DIR spectrum were
identified for the native and intermediate conformational ensembles in the folding
mechanism. This work supports the implementation of computational techniques in
conjunction with experimental 2DIR to study the folding mechanism of proteins. In
addition to exploring the folding mechanism the work presented here may also be applied
in combination with experiment to refine and validate current molecular dynamics force
fields.
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Introduction

This thesis begins by discussing the protein folding problem in Chapter 1. The
techniques applied in some of this work towards understanding the folding problem
experimentally are described in Chapter 2. These methods were implemented in the
derivation of data for the N-terminal domain of ribosomal protein L9 (NTL9) studies in
Chapter 5. In Chapter 3 the underlying concepts and practical considerations concerning
the use of molecular dynamics simulations, the primary technique used in this thesis, are
reviewed. In Chapter 4 the two-dimensional infrared (2DIR) experimental technique is
described. This section also highlights the fundamental principles and practical steps
required to simulate 2DIR signals. In Chapter 5 the identification and characterization of
the transition state ensemble (TSE) of NTL9 is described through a synergy of
experimentally and computationally derived data. The TSE was identified from hightemperature implicit-solvent all-atom unfolding simulations in conjunction with
experimentally determined Φ-values. Chapter 6 describes the calculations of the 2DIR
spectrum of the protein folding mechanism of the Beta3s protein. The structural origin of
2DIR signals for the native and intermediate conformational ensembles in the folding
mechanism of Beta3s were identified. Chapter 7 builds on the results and methodologies
of Chapter 6, summarizing the implementation of simulated folding pathways and the
calculation of 2DIR spectra to characterize protein folding at an atomic level of
resolution. Finally, Chapter 7 suggests new protocols that may be implemented with
current reduced representation folding models. These procedures are expected to be
useful for model refinement and expanding our understanding of protein folding through
comparisons with experimental data.

1

1

Protein Folding

1.1

Proteins

Proteins are biological polymers of amino acids that are essential to all living
organisms. Information about the function of a protein is encoded in their amino acid
sequence which is derived from genetic material [1, 2]. Proteins function in several
capacities including the signaling processes, catalytic activity and structural components
critical to life [3]. Ultimately, the function of a protein is dependent on its amino acid
sequence folding into its final folded three-dimensional shape. Their malfunction is often
at the root of disease, and as such proteins are the primary target of pharmaceuticals
developed for the treatment of human disease. Specifically, the activity of misfolded
proteins has been implicated in diseases including Alzheimer's, Diabetes, Parkinson's
disease, many cancers and cancer-related syndromes [3, 4]. Thus, an understanding of
the protein folding mechanism is of importance for pharmaceutical design and molecular
biology [3, 5-9]. In the last several decades the mechanism of protein folding has been
the subject of extensive experimental and theoretical study [10-14]. In this dissertation
the folding mechanisms of two model protein systems are characterized in a synergy
between experiment and theory.
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1.2

The Protein Folding Problem

The current study of the protein folding mechanism is based on the early
experiments by Anfinsen et al. [1, 2, 15]. Their studies revealed that an unfolded protein
will spontaneously refold into its native state [15]. This suggested that all the
information necessary to fold proteins is contained in the amino acid sequence.
However, the question of how proteins find their 3D structure from a sequence of amino
acids coded by the genome, still remains. Anfinsen’s “thermodynamic hypothesis” of
protein folding suggests that an amino acid sequence folds spontaneously to a
conformation with the lowest free energy [2]. Yet, kinetically, the question remains, how
does a protein fold in experimentally observed folding timescales. It is known from
Levinthal’s paradox that a random search of all possible geometries would take longer
than the age of the universe to fold the average protein, consequently another process
must facilitate the process [16]. Thus, the study of protein folding has focused on finding
a physically based underlying mechanism responsible for guiding the process
thermodynamically and kinetically [10-14].

3

1.3

Energy Landscape Theory

The Energy Landscape Theory of protein folding provides a statistical description
based approach to the folding problem. It proposes that proteins fold in an ordered way,
through an ensemble of structures under an energy biased folding pathway [17, 18].
(Figure 1-1) The energy bias, or relative stability of the folded state versus the unfolded
state, facilitates folding on the observed timescales [17, 18]. Under this model, a protein
made up of random residues would produce an energy surface that is rough and relatively
unfunneled (unbiased), also called frustrated. On the other hand, natural proteins are not
random and thus have evolved to incorporate a native state bias that drives the kinetics of
folding in an energetic funnel. In this model the free energy of folding is composed of
three components, the entropy, the native driving force and the roughness contribution of
the energy pathway [17-22]. As the protein folds, the interactions between the protein
and solvent as well as those within the protein facilitate the native state bias and funnel
[17]. In this respect the evolution of such interactions during the folding of process can
be likened to a reaction coordinate in a chemical reaction [17]. Experimentally, kinetics
and contacts between residues have been mapped through the folding process. Similarly,
with a theoretical model of sufficient detail, these reaction coordinates and others may
also be monitored.

4

Figure 1-1: The energy landscape of protein folding.
The energy landscape depiction of protein folding. Folding occurs through the progressive
organization of ensembles of structures (left) through a funnel-shaped energy landscape (right).
Conformational entropy loss during folding is compensated for by the energy as more native
interactions form. Adapted from reference [23].
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1.4

Experimental Approaches for Probing Protein Folding

Traditionally, the majority of experimental data on protein folding has been
obtained through kinetics experiments [21, 24]. The degree of foldedness of a protein is
determined in kinetics experiments by conformationally sensitive techniques including
fluorescence, circular dichroism and other probes [21, 24]. In these experiments the
protein’s general structure is monitored as it is folded or unfolded in the presence of
chemical or thermal denaturants. The stopped flow method [25] is a specific technique
employed to modify the protein’s chemical environment and induce folding or unfolding.
The data characterizing NTL9 in Chapter 5 was derived by this method.

Experimental data on protein folding obtained through kinetics experiments does
not report on atomic level structural changes. Consequently these experiments alone are
not sufficient to fully describe the detailed dynamics that characterize the folding process.
Moreover, experimental methods with structural resolution have lacked the temporal
resolution necessary to observe ultra-fast folding processes. Although, progress has been
made by advanced nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR ) techniques, lengthy folding
processes have yet to be explored [26]. Recent advances in two-dimensional infrared
spectroscopy (2DIR), using techniques derived from NMR, are shedding new light on the
mechanism of protein folding [27-31], these will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
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1.5

Computational Approaches for Probing Protein Folding

The computer simulation of protein dynamics offers a detailed atomic-level
structural and temporal understanding of the protein folding process. Several different
variations of simulation exist to probe a variety of aspects of the process including
kinetics and thermodynamics [32]. Additionally, simulation can probe atomic level
changes and the importance of solvent in the folding process [33]. Molecular dynamics
simulation, discussed further in Chapter 3, is now a common method used in probing the
folding and unfolding free energy surface of molecules [33, 34]. (Figure 1-2) In this
dissertation Chapter 5 and 6 reveal that when combined with experimental data, synergies
between simulation and experiment reveal greater knowledge about the folding
mechanisms of proteins [11, 13, 35-42].

Figure 1-2: A typical protein folding trajectory plotted as RMSD versus time step.
In this trajectory for the folding of mini-protein Beta3s (in cyan) the intermediate conformations
configurations were assigned to the time and RMSD region along the folding pathway. This
highlights the utility for atomic resolution structural determination of folding pathways by all atom
simulations.
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2

The Transition State Ensemble and Two-State Folding

Determination of the transition state ensemble (TSE) of proteins is a necessary
component of the description of the folding process because these conformations are
central to folding and unfolding kinetics [43]. In the work presented in Chapter 4 the
TSE of N-terminal domain of ribosomal protein L9 (NTL9) is identified and
characterized. Energetically, the TSE represents an ensemble of structures that occupies
the highest free energy in the folding pathway [33, 44-46]. (Figure 2-1) In the terms of
energy landscape theory the TSE is a bottleneck through which all folding paths must
cross on route to the native state [17, 18]. This concept is most easily understood in
terms of a two-state protein where the denatured and native states are separated by a
single high free energy barrier, known as the transition state ensemble. (Figure 2-1)
Transition state ensembles are inherently difficult to characterize because they are
both transient, high energy and partially unstructured. Unlike in simple chemical
reactions, the TSE in proteins is not localized to an individual bond. This is because of
the large number of non-covalent interactions in protein structure that are broken and
formed in the TSE. Due to the complexity of the TSE, single-residue mutation
techniques, such as Φ-value analysis, are employed to explore two-state dynamics and the
folding pathway of small proteins and peptides [37, 47-64].

8

Figure 2-1: The two-state protein folding model.
The free energy ∆G versus reaction coordinate (Q) is plotted for a two state protein. The unfolded
state ensemble exists in the well labeled U. The folded ensemble exists in the well labeled N. The
barrier between the folded and unfolded state represents the transition state ensemble, labeled TS.
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2.1

Φ-Value Analysis
The Φ-value analysis technique is a tool used by experimentalists to study the

structure of the folding transition state ensemble in small two-state proteins and peptides
[56, 59, 65, 66]. Traditional structural elucidation methods including protein nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) are dependent on well-defined,
long-lived ensembles, making them unsuitable for the study of transition states. Φ-value
analysis compares, through folding kinetics, the conformational folding stability of the
wild-type protein with that of proteins containing one or more point mutations. This
analysis results in a so called Φ-value that is related to the mutated residue’s energetic
contribution to the folding TSE. (Figure 2-2) The Φ-value represents the ratio of the
energetic destabilization introduced by the mutation to the transition state versus that
introduced to the native folded state [59, 64-66]. Mathematically the Φ-value is defined
as:

∆GWTS − D − ∆GMTS − D
Φ=
∆GWN − D − ∆GMN − D

=

Φ=

∆∆G TS − D
∆∆G N − D

(2-1)

Where ∆GTS-DW - ∆GTS-DM is the free energy difference between the transition state
ensemble and the denatured state ensemble for the wild-type (W) and mutant (M) protein
and ∆GN-DW - ∆GN-DM is the difference between the native and denatured state ensembles
[59, 64-67].
The Φ-value calculation ideally results in a number from 0 to 1, where 0 suggests
the mutation has no effect on the structure of the TSE. This is illustrated in the bottom of
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Figure 2-2. In terms of folding this indicates that the mutated residue (and its
surrounding region) in the wild-type protein is not critical in the folding transition state
and thus not critical in the folding mechanism. On the contrary a Φ-value of 1 suggests
the mutation has a significant effect on the folding pathway (top Figure 2-2) and therefore
its surrounding region and intermolecular interactions are critical in the folding pathway
of the protein.

Figure 2-2: Φ-value energy scheme.
Energy diagram displaying the energy of the denatured state, D, the transition state, TS, and the
native state, F for both the mutant and wild-type proteins. Top: Illustrates the case when the Φvalue is 1. Bottom: Illustrates the case when the Φ-values is 0.
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2.2

Computational Determination of Φ-Values
In addition to experiment, molecular dynamics simulation can aid in the

determination of the transition state and Φ-values for particular residues in a protein
folding pathway [36, 38, 68-70]. The calculation of Φ-values from simulated structures
is generally not attempted directly by calculation of the free energy because of the
extensive computational effort required to obtain computational free energies.
Alternatively, computational investigation of either unfolding or folding simulations
provides detailed structures on the folding pathway. Since structures are available,
calculated Φ-values (Φcalc) involve NConf, the number of contacts for a particular residue
in the conformation of interest and NFolded the number of native contacts in the folded
native state ensemble of the protein. This is a suitable approximation since experimental
Φ-value analysis is interested in the general structure around a particular mutated residue
which is ultimately related to atomic contacts. The calculated Φ-value (Φcalc) can be
defined:

Φ icalc =

N iConf
N iFolded

(2-2)

Where NiConf is the number of contacts for a particular residue i in the conformation of
interest and NiFolded is the number of native contacts for i in the folded native state
ensemble of the protein. Calculated Φ-values should theoretically fall between 0 and 1,
like their experimental counter parts, however if more contacts exist in a non-native state
than in the native state Φcalc derived may be greater than 1.
The calculated Φ-value can be used computationally in many ways including the
determination of the transition state ensemble. This is accomplished by computing the

12

Φ-values for a series of structures along the folding or unfolding trajectory and
comparing them to experimental Φ-values [38]. This methodology is implemented in the
study of NTL9 described in Chapter 5. Alternatively, it is possible to calculate Φ-values

ab initio from a set of pre-calculated transition state ensemble and folded states [36, 71].
Finally, experimental Φ-values can be used as constraints to drive folding calculations
towards the folded state and along folding pathways [36, 71].
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2.3

Assumptions of Φ-Value Analysis
Φ-value analysis assumes several properties of the system investigated, these

conditions need to be understood when implementing the method [67, 72]. Specifically,
Φ-value analysis assumes the energy landscape contains a deep global minimum that is
well defined. This implies that the intermediate conformation closely correlates with the
energy of the structure, a fact necessary to structurally evaluate destabilizations
introduced by mutations. The method also assumes that the folding pathway is not
altered significantly by the introduced mutations. In general this is avoided by employing
conservative mutations to maintain the predominant aspects of the folding landscape.
Finally, Φ-values are restricted to the 0 to 1 range which means that a mutation will not
increase stability and thus not lower the energy of the native or transition state for the
mutant relative to the wild type. This assumes that interactions that stabilize the folding
transition state are native like, which is not always true. Recent studies have shown that
non-native interactions may facilitate folding and stabilize the transition state ensemble to
speed up folding [48, 73, 74].
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2.4

Corrected Φ-values
The corrected Φ-value calculation attempts to address the fact that at times

mutations may affect a non-native interaction that participates in folding [48, 59, 75]. In
this calculation denatured state effects are included so that Φ is defined below:

Φ=

TS
TS
(∆G mt
− ∆G wt
) − (∆G mtD − ∆G wtD )

(∆G mtN − ∆G wtN ) − (∆G mtD − ∆G wtD )

(2-3)

Where the ∆GDMutant - ∆GDWild-type terms take into account the denatured state energy
contribution of the selected residues. Figure 2-3 describes, graphically, the consequence
to the Φ-value of taking into account the denatured state effects.

Figure 2-3: Energy diagram for the corrected Φ-value analysis method.
The free energy profiles are drawn for the wild-type (solid) and mutant (dotted) protein
configurations. The unfolded state (D) is on the left and the folded state (F) is on the right
separated by the higher line representing the transition state (TS). In the corrected method a is
calculated represents the ∆∆GDMutant - ∆∆GDWild-type term in equation X. The terms b and c are
common to the original Φ-value analysis method and correspond to ∆∆GTSMutant - ∆∆GTSWild-type
and ∆∆GFMutant - ∆∆GFWild-type respectively.
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2.5

Summary
In Chapter 5 the experimental and computational Φ-values discussed here are

employed in the study of the folding mechanism of NTL9. Specifically, this work
models the implementation of experimental Φ-values and molecular dynamics simulation
towards the structural identification and characterization of the transition state ensemble a
critical component of the folding pathway. The primary tool facilitating an atomic level
description used in this study was molecular dynamics simulation the fundamentals of
which are discussed in Chapter 3.

16

3

Computational Techniques

This chapter describes the computational methods and data analysis implemented
in generating results for this dissertation. The emphasis is on molecular dynamics (MD)
calculations because they constitute the primary tool for obtaining data in this work. An
explanation of the sampling techniques for data derived from MD simulation is also
included. The two-dimensional photon-echo spectroscopy calculations, also important to
this work, are treated separately in the theoretical background of the 2DIR in Chapter 4.
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3.1

Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations compute the motion and interactions of

molecules in time according to the laws of Newtonian Physics [76]. MD simulations
vary widely in scope and implementation, as such they have utility in exploring the
properties and dynamics of chemical systems from biological molecules to material
sciences [77]. In the past two decades MD simulations have become one of the principal
tools in the theoretical study of biological molecules [78]. Additionally, MD simulations
are also implemented in the determination of structures from XRD and NMR experiments
[79-84].
Molecular Dynamics simulations calculate of series of configurations versus time
that reveal time correlated motions of molecules, through the sequential integration of
Newton’s equations of motion [76, 78, 85]. This means that MD simulations are
theoretically deterministic unlike other popular stochastic simulation techniques such as
Monte Carlo simulation. Mathematically simulation is accomplished using Newton’s
law, F = ma. Initially, the force on an atom Fi is determined by the negative gradient of
the potential energy function V which is a function of molecular positions r. This is
expressed as equation 3-1:

Fi = −

∂V
∂ ri

(3-1)

The movement of atoms is then simulated by in time (t) solving the following equations
relating the velocity vi, position ri and force Fi of atom i:
dvi (t ) Fi (t )
=
dt
mi

(3-2)
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Where the velocity vi can be rearranged in terms of atomic positions in time, in equation
3-3 where r is the atomic coordinate.

dri (t )
= vi (t )
dt

(3-3)

It is then necessary to represent this as a function of time where equations 3-2 and 3-3
can be represented for small changes in time [76, 85]. For small time steps the leap-frog
algorithm [85] integrates these laws of motion to update the position of atoms after ∆t,
where:

ri (t + ∆t / 2) = ri (t ) + vi (t + ∆t / 2)∆t

(3-4)

and

vi (t + ∆t / 2) = vi (t + ∆t / 2) +

Fi (t )
∆t
mi

(3-5)

Following these calculations the force on atoms can be recalculated and the process
computed iteratively for a desired simulation time. Due to the computational expense in
calculating these equations there is a practical limit on the number of time steps and
atoms simulated.

3.1.1 The Potential Energy Function
The calculation of the forces during molecular dynamics simulations requires
knowledge of the potential energy of the system [85]. The potential energy is represented
as a function of the bonds, angles, torsions and interactions between atoms comprising
bonds and it is frequently represented by a Lennard-Jones potential. The potential energy
of the system is described in Equation 3-6, where it is shown that V, the potential energy
19

function is differentiable with respect to atomic coordinates to give the force acting on an
atom [85]. In MD calculations the potential energy function can be broken down into
two practical components, the set of equations to describe the components of the potential
energy and the parameters used in solving these equations. Equation 3-6, below
represents the all-atom MD force field equation applied in the AMBER [86], package.
Different packages, CHARMM [87], GROMACS [88] implement slight variations of this
equation.
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(3-6)

In Equation 3-6, the first term represents the energy attributable to covalently bonded
atoms. The second term represents the energy due to the angle position of atoms
involved in covalent bonding. The third term gives the torsion energy, a result of bond
twisting. Finally the fourth term represents the non-bonded energy between all atom
pairs which is broken down into van der Waals interactions (first term) and electrostatic
energies (second term). In theory the last term should be calculated for all possible pairs
of atoms in the system, this is however not practical considering after a particular
distance, interactions will become energetically negligible. As such cutoff distances are
specified in MD calculations to determine when to ignore such calculations because
atoms are far enough apart that their energetic contribution is negligible.
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3.1.2 Molecular Dynamics Force Fields
In order to implement a force field, it is necessary to have values for the
parameters contained within, including force constants, equilibrium bond lengths (l) and
angles (θ), charges (q). These values can be variable depending upon the environment
but are ultimately approximated by parameter sets taking into account, to varying degrees
these conditions. Moreover, different force fields exist and thus necessitate different
force field parameters. In our simulations we used the AMBER ff99 [89], AMBER ff03
[90], CHARMM19 [87] and CHARM22 [91] force fields and parameter sets. Several
review articles evaluate the differences between each of the commonly implemented
force fields [92-96].
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3.2

Sampling and Comparison to Experiments
The comparison of molecular dynamics simulations to experiment is facilitated by

principles of statistical mechanics. Experimental data is typically derived from a sample
that contains a very large number of molecules in many states, a macroscopic system.
Molecular dynamics simulations, however, typically occur on one molecule in only one
state (at multiple times), a microscopic system. Statistical mechanics facilitates the
relationship between the two through the Ergodic hypothesis [97, 98]. This is expressed
as:
A

ensemble

= A

time

(3-7)

Where <A> is the average value of an observable A. This is useful when comparing MD
simulations to experiment because experimental values are ensemble averages while
averages defined by MD are time averages.
The relationship between the ensemble average and time average suggests that for
a very long simulation time the entire phase space, (all states of some observable A) are
fully sampled. Unfortunately, this requires a significant amount of simulation time which
is not always possible due to practical computational limitations. An alternative to
generating a very lengthy trajectory is to employ a sampling technique that attempts to
cover as many of the different states of a system in as little amount of time as possible
[99-103].
In this work the Ergodic hypothesis is the basis for our primary sampling method
which involved running many simulations from different starting conditions. This is
illustrated in Figure 3-1, which displays the trajectories of many simulations started from
an initial random seed. This method allowed us to run a very long simulation, as several
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separate trajectories on several different machines. Additionally, in the works presented
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 increased sampling was also facilitated by running longer
simulations at reduced computational cost through the implementation of implicit
solvation models.

Figure 3-1: Molecular dynamics sampling scheme for unfolding of a protein.
One hundred unfolding trajectories are started with random seeds defining initial simulation
velocities. Resultant simulations diverge and sample a greater proportion of the potential energy
space compared to a single simulation. A reaction coordinate, the radius of gyration, is monitored
versus time for 100 unfolding trajectories, each trajectory represented by a different color line.
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3.3

Solvent Models
Protein conformation and dynamics are known to be dependent upon their

solvating environment [104]. Consequently, it is important to consider solvent in MD
simulations of proteins. Solvent can be considered in two main categories, explicit and
implicit [104-107]. Explicit model simulations include solvent molecules in a box
surrounding the protein and calculate the forces between these molecules and other
molecules in the simulation. This method adds to the number of atomic positions over
which to integrate and therefore requires more computational effort, but a more realistic
simulation. Implicit models attempt to limit computational time used by approximating
the solvent as a continuous medium in either considering accessible surfaces area (ASA)
[108], and or electrostatic interactions with an external electrostatic continuum [109]. In
general implicit models will simulate folding faster because the have fewer atom
positions to integrate as well as this lack of solvent effect. In comparison to experiment
and explicit models of solvent, implicit solvent models have some drawbacks.
Specifically because interactions with solvent molecules are not included the friction and
thus reduced speed of dynamic processes is not included.
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4

Structural Elucidation of Proteins by Infrared Spectroscopy

4.1

Introduction
An understanding of the protein folding mechanism necessitates characterization

of transient ensembles of structures over short time scales. Typically on the order of
picoseconds to seconds, the short timescales involved in protein folding make it difficult
to detect structural changes with atomic level resolution [24, 110-112]. Traditionally the
majority of experimental data on protein folding has been obtained through kinetics
experiments that cannot fully report on atomic level structural changes and thus the
structural dynamics that characterize the process [21, 24]. Additionally, experimental
methods with atomic level structural resolution have lacked the temporal resolution
necessary to observe ultra-fast folding processes. These methods, including nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) have resulted in indirect or timeaveraged information about structures [113]. Although progress has been made by
advanced NMR and XRD techniques the ability to extract temporal or dynamic
information by these methods is limited to milliseconds to seconds time scales [4, 26,
114-122]. Consequently, these procedures cannot sample the conformational dynamics
involved in the folding of proteins nor can they sample the process in a sequential order
at the timescales necessary to follow the protein folding process.
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4.2

Infrared Spectroscopy
Optical techniques including fluorescence [4, 123, 124], infrared Raman [112,

125-127], and UV circular dichroism [128], utilizing high frequency probes have offered
the ability to understand processes at fast timescales, although they traditionally have
lacked structural resolution [129, 130]. Among them, infrared (IR) spectroscopy has
emerged as among the most versatile of the optical techniques in the study of protein
structure and dynamics [123, 131, 132]. Unlike other optical techniques, IR methods can
be photochemically inert and do not require chemical modification to samples.
Additionally, the utility of IR spectroscopy for structural elucidation of molecules from
1D absorption experiments is well known [133].
IR spectroscopy is sensitive to protein structure by the excitation of vibrational
resonances in proteins associated with the bonds in the peptide backbone or side chains
[134-137]. Specifically, the amide-I band of the protein backbone absorbs from 16001700 cm-1. It is the most widely investigated band because its shape is sensitive to
backbone structure and solvation but not side chains and it is a mode common to all
proteins [138, 139]. Specifically, the amide-I band consists of the carbonyl stretch of the
protein backbone and displays structural sensitivity due to coupling between in-phase
bending of N-H and stretching of C-H bonds [139, 140]. Structure-frequency
correlations for the amide-I band are well defined from experiment and include β-sheet
absorption at 1630–1640 cm−1 and a weaker band above 1680 cm−1. The random coil and
α-helix structures are also known to result in absorptions at 1640–1650 cm−1 and 1640–
1660 cm-1, respectively. (Figure 4-1) Finally, although 1DIR is a useful technique to
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probe molecular structure and environment the ensemble-averaged 1D signals do not
report on information about vibrational coupling and structural fluctuations.

Figure 4-1: The Amide-I absorbance for different protein secondary structure.
1DIR spectra of α-helix, β-sheet and random coil secondary structure.
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4.3

2DIR Spectroscopy
2DIR correlation spectroscopy, using techniques derived from NMR, improves

information revealed by 1DIR, ultimately shedding new light on the mechanism of
protein folding [27-31, 126]. Using advanced multiple pulse coherent spectroscopy
techniques like 2DIR, transitions can be spread across two axes revealing vibrational
couplings resulting from three-dimensional structural contacts [141-146]. Coupled with
ultrafast optical technologies, the 2DIR methods result in a structure-based tool that is
responsive at the ultrafast timescales (femtoseconds and longer) present in the folding
mechanism.
Two predominant ultra-fast 2DIR correlation spectroscopic techniques exist; they
differ in the way they probe the molecular system and the data they reveal. The simplest
is the pump-probe technique that collects information in the time domain, a method
common in UV-Visible spectroscopy, and pioneered in the IR by Hamm and
Hochstrasser [147]. In this technique an initial frequency specific pulse (the pump pulse)
is applied to the system. After a waiting time, a broadband frequency probe pulse is
incident on the system. A 2D correlation plot of the system’s response to the two pulses
is derived by plotting the probe frequency at each pump frequency [147]. The second
method, called the infrared photon-echo technique, collects data in the frequency domain
instead of the time domain and is interpreted in the frequency domain by Fourier
transform. The 2D photon-echo experiment involves interacting the sample with three
pulses that result in a photon-echo being emitted [148]. The echo signal depends on the
timing sequence and directionality of the three pulses. The photon-echo technique will
be described in the following section and is then simulated in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4-2: The pulse configuration for a photon-echo experiment with heterodyning
detection.
The signal is recorded as a function of time delays, t1, t2, t3. Pulse 1,2 and 3 are incident on the
sample and the resultant signal emitted is probed by a local oscillator to extract phase and intensity
information.
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4.4

The 2DIR Photon-Echo Technique

Two-dimensional infrared photon-echo experiments involve probing the sample
with three time- and phase-controlled laser pulses. The three phase-locked IR pulses,
labeled 1, 2, and 3, with wavevectors k1, k2, and k3 interact with the sample at time
intervals τ, between 1 and 2, and t, between 2 and 3. (Figure 4-2 and 4-3) The first pulse
creates coherences between vibrational modes. The second pulse creates a population at
a specific frequency which is determined in the time domain by the delay between the
first and second pulse and is called τ. After a variable time delay, T, the third pulse
interrogates the sample once more, which results in a signal being emitted. The signal is
generated in a phase matched direction dependent on the incident pulse directions and for
the so called kI experiments, includes incident pulses with wave vectors –k1, +k2, +k3.
(Figure 4-3) The phase matching pulse polarization guarantees that the echo-signal will
be separate from other non-linear process. Finally, a heterodyne pulse is interacted with
the signal to extract phase and amplitude information. The time interval between this
pulse and the third pulse represents the second dimension in the experiment and carries
information about the final coherent state of the sample [148].
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Figure 4-3: The photon-echo experimental setup.
The pulse sequence and geometry used in the generation of a three pulse for a photo-echo signal.
Pulses are denoted by wave vectors, -k1, k2, k3 and resultant signal kI. Local oscillator is denoted
lo and incident on the signal.
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4.5

2DIR Photon-Echo Experimental Methods
In practice 2DIR photon-echo experiments involve a complex setup of controlled

pulses that ultimately interrogate the sample [148]. The incident IR pulses employed are
weak (on the order of 30nJ) to prevent photochemical reactions. Data is collected as a
function of τ and t which is controlled by implementing timing delays on pulses. T, the
time between pulse 2 and 3 is held fixed and may be 0 fs or longer depending on interest
in the evolution of population state with time, T of 0 fs is sufficient for investigating
static structural ensembles. Additional information about energy transfer in the system
can be extracted depending on the experiment for different values of T. The time frame t
is held fixed and τ is stepped over the interested range in small increments (0-1500 fs in
about 18 fs steps). The signal resulting from the incident pulses is then heterodyned by
an additional pulse to extract not just its amplitude but also phase. The signal is then
recorded for t from 0 to 1500 fs in 18 fs steps in a process that takes about 35 minutes.
This can also be determined interferometrically in one shot rather than by scanning t.
Since the experiment, and thus the signal, occurs in the time domain it is Fourier
transformed experimentally by a monochromator resulting in a spectrum with the
frequency axes common to IR techniques. The two frequency dimensions ωτ and ωt of
the 2D correlation spectra S(ωτ,T;ωt) correspond to the double Fourier transforms of the
time traces of the signal S(τ,T;t) described.
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4.6

The Characteristics of the 2DIR Spectra of Proteins
The diagonal peaks in a 2DIR photon-echo experiment correspond to transitions

observed in traditional 1DIR experiments. (Figure 4-4) The specific 1DIR peak locations
are useful since they correspond to common protein backbone conformations as noted in
4.1. In the 2D these peaks also contain additional information, specifically diagonal
elongation of the peaks (inhomogeneous broadening) that represent the instantaneous
distribution of frequencies in the transition. Additionally, anti-diagonal peak widening
(perpendicular to the diagonal) is a result of homogenous contributions and related to the
homogenous broadening parameter (Γ) and the time between pulse 2 and 3 (t) in the
experiment. Furthermore, 2D spectra also contain two signals of opposite sign along the
diagonal separated by the vibrational anharmonicity. These peaks correspond to the
absorption of a second vibrational quantum. The signal on the diagonal corresponds to
the 0 ->1 (denoted blue on the spectra) vibrational transition and the shifted peak to the 1
-> 2 transition (denoted red on spectra). (Figure 4-4)
In addition to the supplementary diagonal information, 2DIR spectra contain offdiagonal peaks that provide detailed structural information regarding mode coupling
[146, 148]. The off-diagonal cross-peaks appear when the population of one mode is
dependent on that of other modes. This is an indication of coupling which results from
structural contacts and thus provides information about the 2D and 3D structure of the
protein investigated. Specifically, the cross-peak positions in relation to the diagonal in
the β-sheets of this spectra create a characteristic “Z” shape that can be used to track the
extent of the β-sheet [149]. These cross-peaks are a result of coupling between the low
and high frequency signals that originate from the β-sheet amide-I conformation [150].
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Additionally, further structural information can be derived from cross-peaks if the
particular residue in a protein is known or isotopically labeled [127, 130]. In such cases
the vibrational contribution to the spectra from an isotopically labeled residue can be
determined and compared to other similarly labeled residues providing specific structural
information.

Figure 4-4: Characteristics of a 2DIR spectrum. 1D linear spectra on the left and top axis.
The red (positive) signals corresponding to the 1→0 and the IR excited state emissions and the
blue (negative) to the 1→2 transitions absorptions. The distance a represents peak broadening
which represents the distribution of states for the mode. The distance b represents the vibrational
anharmonicity between the states probed. The distance c, splitting between the positive and
negative cross peaks can be used to extract the magnitude of coupling between the coupled modes.
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4.7

Simulating 2DIR of the Amide-I
Modeling of the 2D coherent vibrational response is complicated but it has

recently made possible with state-of-the-art computational techniques [151-158]. A
practical description of the 2DIR signal calculation process for protein structures is
outlined below [151], and treated in-depth in a recent review article [158].

1. Initial Structures
The initial step in simulating 2DIR spectra of proteins involves obtaining protein
and solvent configurations. Molecular dynamics simulations containing at minimum a
protein backbone and explicit solvent molecules are typically employed to generate an
ensemble of configurations.

2. Building the Hamiltonian
Once a suitable structural ensemble is available, a fluctuating anharmonic
vibrational-exciton Hamiltonian and transition dipole matrix is calculated for one and
two-exciton states of each protein configuration. This Hamiltonian consists of the local
amide unit composed of amide bond geometries and nearest covalent neighbors as well as
non-covalent interactions including protein backbone, side chains and solvent regions
near the C=O modes. MD calculations are insufficient in this application because they
only model low-frequency modes, thus quantum mechanical calculations are
implemented in this stage.

3. Preparing the Response Function
Following creation of the Hamiltonian, the four-point correlation functions of
transition dipoles are calculated to describe relevant motions and fluctuations of the
system [159]. The response of any system to an external perturbation can be expressed in
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terms of a correlation function. The correlation function describes the time-dependent
behavior or spontaneous fluctuation in the dipole moment in absence of a field. At a
structural level the function contains information on states of the system and broadening
due to relaxation. In simulating a 2DIR photon-echo experiment a four-point function is
utilized because there are four states we are interested in including when t = 0, after
waiting time one, after waiting time 2 and after waiting time 3. In 1DIR calculations this
is a two-point correlation function that represents the system at t = 0 and t = 1.

4. Calculating the Response Function
Finally, the response functions, representing response of the four-point correlation
functions to the electric field are calculated [160].

5. Calculating the Signal
The optical signal in the experiment is related to the polarization induced in the
system by the external field interaction, which is third order [161]. This requires the
response function, which is dependent upon the four-point correlation function
determined previously, to be calculated in presence of the external fields. Since the
experiment takes place in the time domain and we are interested in the frequency domain
the calculated signal is Fourier transformed.
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4.8

SPECTRON 2DIR Simulation Software and Analysis
SPECTRON is a software developed by the Mukamel group implements the

described above following generation of structures [151]. The user is expected to define
the local amide modes of interest, thus classifying the system and bath for creation of the
local amide Hamiltonian. Generation of the local amide Hamiltonian requires
information about the vibrational modes of the system as computed from quantum
mechanical calculations, these are provided in the software as a parameter set. The
frequency ranges and polarizations of pulses are then specified according the
experimental setup desired. Calculations are then relatively straight forward and result in
the signal which can then be plotted and analyzed.

4.8.1 Analysis of Simulated 2DIR Spectra
The simulation of 2DIR spectra is important to understanding the structural origin
of specific peaks. Unlike in NMR, the origin of signals in 2DIR is complicated by the
variety of infrared transitions in large structures [41, 129, 130]. Consequently, specific
spectral peaks that describe detailed structures from 2DIR spectra have yet to be fully
discerned. Isotopic labeling can be helpful in this endeavor but it is limited to species for
which isotopic labels exist [130]. When the structure is known, as in the case of
simulation, approximate techniques can be used to make peak-structure correlations.
Specifically, normal mode decomposition (NMD) is a method that provides a simple
analysis of the Local Amide Hamiltonian revealing strengths of cross peak interactions
and mode excitation values.
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4.8.2 Normal Mode Decomposition
In NMD analysis the excitonic Hamiltonian is diagonalized to obtain eigenvalues
and eigenvectors for each of the residues in the system. The diagonalized matrix consists
of Eigenvectors Ci, the magnitude of which is the Eigenvalues Ei, where HCi=EiCi. The
elements in the vector Ci are can be denoted cij, and the wave function is represented by,
N

φi = ∑ ci j ψ j

(4-7)

j =1

where,
N

∑c
j =1

ij

2

=1

(4-8)

The Eigenvalues extracted from this diagonalization represent the frequency of each
mode (residue). Consequently the cij2 value related to the Eigenvectors represents the
contribution of mode (residue) i to mode (residue) j. The contribution from each i and j is
what is analyzed in NMD analysis. NMD analysis is presented in the peak-structure
correlations for the Beta3s protein in Chapter 6.
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5
Identification and Characterization of the Transition State Ensemble of the
N-terminal Domain of L9

In this chapter the folding pathway and transition state ensemble (TSE) of the 56residue N-terminal domain of L9 (NTL9) is investigated using molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation. The TSE of NTL9 is characterized at atomic resolution. The TSE was
identified from high-temperature unfolding implicit-solvent all-atom MD simulations in
conjunction with experimentally determined Φ-values. The TSE ensemble of NTL9 was
found to be largely native in composition with the major components of secondary
structure well defined. However, in the TSE these secondary structure elements do not
make optimal interactions between other secondary structure elements. This is
particularly evident in the N-terminal nucleus region which exhibits fewer native contacts
and a greater solvent accessible surface area than the other regions. The data suggests
that much of the drive towards the native state after passing the TSE is spent optimizing
electrostatic interactions between stable secondary structure elements.
The work presented in this chapter, “Identification and Characterization of the
Transition State Ensemble of the N-terminal Domain of L9” was developed in
collaboration between Christopher N. J. Marai, Jae-Hyun Cho, Daniel Raleigh and
Jin Wang.
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5.1 Introduction
Determination of the transition state ensemble (TSE) of a protein is a necessary
component of the description of the folding process because these conformations are
central to folding and unfolding kinetics [162]. Analysis of the transition state ensemble
provides significant insight into how the primary amino acid sequence finds it final
folded, and functional, form. Determination of the transition state ensemble for a folding
or unfolding process is inherently complicated, however. Unlike in simple chemical
reactions the transition state of proteins is not localized to an individual bond. This is
because of the large number of non-covalent interactions in protein structure that are
broken and formed in the TSE. Energetically, this ensemble of structures occupies the
highest free energy in the folding pathway and many possible conformations [33, 44-46].

Advances in the study of proteins are making it possible to characterize the
folding process and the intermediates along the folding path [163]. Experimentally,
kinetics provides the only way to obtain information about the transition state ensemble.
The experimental approach most commonly employed is the protein engineering method
[164], called Φ-value analysis, in which mutations are made throughout a protein and the
relative effects upon stability and folding rates are measured. Additional information
about these methods was presented in Chapter 2.

In addition to experimentally derived data, computational simulations can be
employed to provide structural and dynamic information about protein folding pathways
at atomic resolution [165, 166]. Determination of the folding pathway and its free energy
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is difficult, by all-atom molecular dynamics simulations with current technologies.
Moreover, the low-dimensional reaction coordinates that are often employed in
understanding molecular dynamics simulation data are imperfect at capturing the many
degrees of freedom and conformational changes involved in protein folding.
Consequently, structural properties backed by experimental evidence, are commonly
employed synergistically to approximate the transition state ensemble (TSE) [163, 167170]. Such complementarily is important in the study of TSE because their
characterization is particularly challenging but required for a comprehensive description
of the folding pathway [171].

In this study, determination of the NTL9 TSE was made based upon the
identification of transition states from 100 unfolding simulations. The TS was located
primarily by looking at a single reaction coordinate, native contacts, in the calculation of
Φ-RMSD. The five identified TS structures are believed to represent some of the
transition state structures of NTL9. The transition state of a two-state protein is however,
better represented by an ensemble of structures located at the highest energy intermediate
between the folded and unfolded state. Since many different states of a protein can be
energetically degenerate the ensemble may be diverse. Thus, a TSE in reality exists as an
ensemble of microscopically defined states along many reaction coordinates and
represents several different structures of the same energy.
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Figure 5-1: Native structure of NTL9 (PDB ID code 1DIV 1-60).
The structure is composed of (from N-terminus) alternating β strands residues 1-7 and 14-20 this
is connected to another β-strand, residues 33-39, separated by an α helix residues 21-33 and finally
terminated by an inter-domain connector helix.
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In this work we investigate the folding pathway and transition state ensemble of
the 56-residue N-terminal domain of L9 (NTL9) using molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation. NTL9 was chosen for study for several reasons. It is a small, 56-residue
protein that folds under a wide range of conditions, independently of the C-terminal
domain of the L9 structure and without the aid of chaperones or metal binding ions [172].
NTL9 is among the smallest and simplest examples of an ABCD motif or the split β-α-β
fold, which is found in a large number of proteins [173-175]. (Figure 5-1) The protein is
composed of a three-stranded anti-parallel β-sheet flanked by two α-helices, one of which
constitutes part of the inter-domain helical linker of the full L9 protein [173-175]. It is
known experimentally to fold by a reversible two-state mechanism on the millisecond
timescale, with a single rate-determining transition state [172, 176-179]. While the twostate nature eliminates the need to study an intermediate, characterization of the transition
state is critical to understanding the folding mechanism since other partially folded
intermediates are unobservable [24]. Finally, extensive work has been preformed to
understand the nature of the folding pathway of NTL9 yet little is known about the TSE
[172, 174, 176-198]. Detailed characterization of NTL9’s TSE would represent
significant progress towards understanding the folding pathway of this protein and
complement the significant experimental research already accomplished on the protein.

5.1.1 Experimentally Derived Structures of NTL9 1DIV and 2HBB
In this study the 1DIV PDB structure of L9 was used to derive the 1-56 residues
of NTL9 investigated [175]. 1DIV was determined by XRD at 2.8Å for the full 149
residues of ribosomal protein L9 [175]. The N-terminal domain of the 1DIV structure
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was found to have poor electron density believed to be a result of crystal packing effects
and central helix flexibility [175]. Specifically, and relevant to this work, the loop region
residues 10-17 were not visible in the electron density map of 1DIV. At the time of the
work presented here the 1DIV structure was the best available structure of NTL9. Since
then, however, the 2HBB structure containing residues 1-51 of L9 was resolved by XDR
at 1.9Å. The new structure provides detail about the unresolved loop region and as such
a comparison was made to the 1DIV and 2HBB structures studied.

The figures and contact map comparison of 1DIV and 2HBB are illustrated below
(Figure 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4). It is clear from the contact map and figures that the turn region
immediately before residues 14, 15 and 16 the second β-sheet structure exhibits no
contacts with residues 47-51 in the new 2HBB structure. In this work data about residue
14 in the Φ-value analysis would be expected to be affected by the additional contacts
present in the native structure 1DIV. Specifically, due to these extra native state
contacts, the calculated Φ-values for residue 14 could potentially be artificially low.
Since native state contacts about residue 17 were not particularly reliable the Φ
calculations for this residue could possibly be affected.
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Figure 5-2: Cartoon representation of 1DIV (left) and 2HBB (right).
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Figure 5-3: 1DIV and 2HBB over laid structures. 1DIV crystal structure derived at 2.6Å and 2HBB
derived at 1.9Å.
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Figure 5-4 Contact map for 1DIV 1-52 and 2HBB structures of NTL9.
1DIV shown in dark color and 2HBB in light color. Contacts defined within 4.2Å cutoff. Significant
differences are noted for contacts between residues 10-17 and 46-51, present in 1DIV and not in 2HBB.
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5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Identification of the TSE
A TSE of unfolding made up of 5 TS conformations was identified from an
ensemble of 100 unfolding simulations. The 5 TS conformations were determined by a
protocol involving the Φ-RMSD method [199, 200], described in more detail in section
5.2.5. Initially, the 100 unfolding simulations were screened for the lowest Φ-RMSD
structures, a Φ-RMSD of 0.35 or less was considered acceptable as is common in the
literature [199, 200]. Following identification of those structures with a correlation of
0.78 or better correlation of Φcalc and Φexp were chosen as representative structures.
(Figure 5-5) These structures appear in the upper left corner of Figure 5-5. The
remaining 95 had lower correlations when looking at their lowest Φ-RMSD value and
thus a lower probability of being a member of the TSE.
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Figure 5-5: Correlation between calculated and experimental Φ-values versus Φ-RMSD for
all positive values.
Each point represents the best structure (as determined by lowest Φ-RMSD value) from each of
the 100 unfolding trajectories. Structures populating the upper-left region of the space represent
best possible transition state conformations.

Following identification of the TSE by these methods structures were confirmed
by calculated βT values [201-203], and correlation of calculated Φ-values versus
experimental Φ-values. Although, pfold calculations [204, 205] would be ideal for
confirming TSE, performing a significant number of the simulation in order to obtain the
results would be computationally prohibitive considering the size of NTL9.
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5.2.2 Structure Setup and Equilibration Procedures
The structure of NTL9 was derived from the L9 protein 2.6Å crystal structure in
the protein data bank (code 1DIV) [174]. The L9 crystal structure was truncated at
residue 60 and used as the starting structure for the simulations. NTL9 is formally
defined as residues 1-56, however because residue 56 is in the middle of the α-helix
linker we used 1-60. This structure extended by four residues from NTL9 (1-56) allowed
the C-terminal domain helix to fray slightly in simulation while exerting minimal impact
on the representation residues in the 1-56 region. The more recent and higher resolution
NMR models of NTL9 (code 2HBB) [180], would not have facilitated this. The MD
simulations were preformed with the AMBER 8 MD Package [206], using the
AMBER03 Force Field and the Generalized Born [207, 208], implicit solvent model.
The modified bondi radii, mbondi2 was used to improve GB performance [208]. The
initial coordinates were prepared by first removing the hydrogen atoms and building the
system in the leap module in AMBER. Prior to production simulations the coordinates
were equilibrated to 300K in the GB solvent environment. Equilibration was achieved by
an alternating series of restrained 250 cycle minimizations of increasingly weak restraints
and 100 steps of molecular dynamics at increasing temperatures. The equilibration was
ended with a final 100 steps of unrestrained MD simulation. Production unfolding MD
simulations for analysis consisted of simulation after this point at 350K.

5.2.3 Unfolding Simulations
A series of simulations at a variety of temperatures were performed to determine
the optimal temperature for unfolding. The optimal conditions were defined as the lowest
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temperature to induce unfolding that still provided rapid sampling of the unfolding
pathway yet retained sufficient resolution of conformation in the unfolding trajectory.
Unfolding was tested by MD simulation on the equilibrated structure at 200K, 250K,
300K, 350K, 400K, 450K and 500K. (Figure 5-63) These initial high temperature MD
simulations were performed for 0.8ns until significant unfolding was observed. It should
be noted that the unfolding time noted in the MD simulations should not be interpreted as
a realistic measure of actual unfolding time because implementation of the GB implicit
solvent model neglects the effects of solvent viscosity, and so conformations are sampled
much more rapidly. The degree of unfolding was determined by RMSD of the simulation
trajectory to the equilibrated native conformation. From these simulations it was
determined that 350K provided the ideal compromise between speed of sampling the
unfolding pathway and resolution of detail in the unfolding process. Moreover, the
unfolding temperature chosen, 350K also represented a realistic unfolding temperature of
NTL9 which is not always the case with temperatures used in unfolding simulation [178].
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Figure 5-6: Determination of the optimal unfolding temperature for NTL9.
The RMSD of heavy atoms for NTL9 residues 3-33 versus time for different temperature
simulations, 200K-500K are represented.

5.2.4 Unfolding Ensemble
The unfolding ensemble was created by sampling 100 independent MD
simulations at 350K of 4ns each. The 100 simulations were run from different starting
velocities as assigned by the random number generator function in AMBER. Each
unfolding simulation was run in GB at 350K in implicit solvent with a 0.2fs time step
with a 10Å van der Waals cutoff. High temperature unfolding was proposed in this study
as a rapid and cost effective sampling method as is common in the literature [36, 38, 50,
58]. High temperature and implicit solvent (i.e.: limiting frictional forces) increased the
rate of sampling of conformations on the PES and some but not every simulation in the
ensemble was expected to sample the 300K TSE conformations.
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In addition to identifying the five TS structures described, their coordinates were
used to cluster all structures in our 100 unfolding trajectories. Clustering was based on
Cα RMSD of residues 3-35 to each of the 5 TS structures identified. Structures within
our unfolding ensemble of more than 200000 structures were considered part of a TS
cluster if they had a RMSD of less than 1.5Å to any of the 5 previously identified states.
Clustering revealed 114 structures, the properties of which are listed in Table 5-3.

5.2.5 Φ-Values and Φ-RMSD
The apparent deviation between the experimentally determined TSE and the
simulation structure was monitored by calculating the root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) between the experimental Φ-values and calculated Φ-values for each structure
in the unfolding trajectory [199, 200]. Experimental Φ-values employed in this work
were derived from corrected Φ-value calculations that measured the change in free
energy of the TS versus the native state due to a mutation at a particular residue. In the
corrected calculation the denatured state effects are included so that Φ is defined as in
Equation 5-1.

Φ=

TS
TS
(∆∆Gmt
− ∆∆Gwt
) − (∆∆GmtD − ∆∆GwtD )
(∆∆GmtN − ∆∆GwtN ) − (∆∆GmtD − ∆∆GwtD )

(5-1)

This is analogous to the computational case where all the denatured state contacts are
included.
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Computationally we defined Φ-values (Φcalc) in equation 5-2, where NConf is the
number of contacts for a particular residue in the conformation of interest while NFolded is
the number of native contacts in the folded native state of the protein.

Φ icalc =

N iConf
N iFolded

(5-2)

Calculated Φ-values should theoretically fall between 0 and 1, however should more
contacts be made in a non-native state than in the native state the calculated Φ-value may
be greater than 1. The Φ-RMSD was defined as described in Equation 5-3 where MΦ is
the total number of residues being reported.

Φ − RMSD =

1
MΦ

∑ ⎡⎣Φ
I

calc
i

− Φ iexp ⎤⎦

2

(5-3)

Φ-values for 14 of 19 residues with experimentally reported Φ-values were included in
our calculations (Table 5-1). Residues V9, A22, A39, T40 and A42 were not included in
the calculations because they did not form enough contacts in the native state
calculations. Native contacts for the calculated Φ-values were determined to be those
contacts that occurred in 2/3 of the contacts averaged from five, 1ns, 300K simulations.
A lack of contacts for V9, A22, A39, T40 and A42 may have been observed because
these residues exist in more flexible regions of the protein or are small in size possibly
limiting the number of contacts observed in MD simulation. V9 (not included) for
instance resides on the edge of a turn, while A22 has a small side chain. A39, T40 and
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A42, all reside at the loop region between the C-terminal α-helix and the folded Nterminal structure. Contacts were counted with the contact.pl script from the MMTSB
[209], protein modeling tool kit software. By this method residues are considered in
contact when the minimum inter-residue distance of all pairs of heavy atoms is less than
4.2Å.
Table 5-1: Calculated Φ-Values
Residue
Experiment
TS1
1
0.62
0.60
3
0.60
0.75
4
0.61
0.80
6
0.43
0.59
7
0.05
0.00
8
0.18
0.00
14
0.10
0.00
17
0.18
0.56
18
0.51
0.57
21
0.63
0.62
35
0.59
0.54
36
0.54
0.56
37
0.51
1.01

TS2
1.20
0.94
0.53
0.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.57
1.24
0.54
1.12
1.01

TS3
0.60
0.56
0.80
0.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.57
0.62
0.54
0.56
1.01

TS4
0.60
0.56
0.80
0.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.56
0.57
0.62
0.54
0.56
1.01

TS5
0.60
0.75
0.80
0.59
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.56
0.57
0.62
0.54
0.56
1.01

Table 5-1: Calculated versus experimental Φ-values of NTL9 residues investigated.
Calculate Φ-values greater than 1 represent situations where more residual contacts are
noted in the TSE than in the native state.

5.2.6 SASA and βT Analysis
Calculation of the β-Tanford (βT) value is one way to validate potential TS
conformations [201, 210]. It has been shown that m-values from the kinetic and
equilibrium experiments correlate with solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and can
be combined to generate a dimensionless parameter (βT) that reports on the relative
compactness of the transition state ensemble [201, 203]. Mathematically, βT can be
represented by:
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βT =

m fold
m fold − munfold

(5-4)

For a two-state model the m-values from experiment can provide a value for βT where:

βT = 1 −

moff
mon + moff

(5-5)

Due to the correlation between SASA and m-values we can arrange an estimated βT value
as follows:

βT =

SASAUnfolded − SASATSE
SASAUnfolded − SASAFolded

(5-6)

We determined the SASA of the unfolded state by taking an average of the SASA of the
structure at the end of each of the 100 trajectories. SASATSE is the SASA value in
angstroms squared (Å2) as calculated by the naccess program [211], of any structure
along the trajectory. The naccess default radii were used in this calculation. SASAFolded
was derived from the SASA of the initial equilibrated simulation structure from which all
100 unfolding trajectories started.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 The TSE of Unfolding
A TSE of unfolding constituting 5 TS conformations was identified from an
ensemble of 100 unfolding simulations. The five TS conformations were determined by
examining the ensemble of unfolding simulations for the lowest Φ-RMSD structures with
the best correlation of Φcalc and Φexp. To verify that identified conformations were in fact
transition state structures, we analyzed several parameters in comparison to
experimentally known values. Each of the 5 TS structures will be denoted as TS1, TS2,
TS3, TS4 and TS5.
The structures of the proposed TS conformations in the unfolding trajectories
were found to be consistent with what is known about transition states in general. All TS
structures identified occurred rapidly in the unfolding pathway which is also consistent
with what is known about the location of transition states on folding pathways [163, 172,
177]. This is an expected characteristic of the TS because in general the major transition
state of folding/unfolding is believed to be a distorted form of the native state [212].
Moreover, for NTL9 this is expected since it is known that the TS state contains
significant of secondary character [193].
Examination of the Cα-RMSD versus time data shows the locations of the
identified TS correspond to large changes in RMSD. This is consistent with large
structural motions which are expected to occur around the TS. (Figure 5-4) Moreover,
the largest Cα-RMSD changes correspond well with the lowest Φ-RMSD. The Cα-RMSD
changes were particularly evident in TS1, TS2 and TS3. (Figure 5-9) The changes in Cα-
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RMSD in the TS4 and TS5 were present but of a much lower magnitude than the others.
This smaller change may have been a result of their slightly later position in the
unfolding pathway relative to the other TS conformations we identified. RMSD changes
that occur later in the trajectory would not reflect the same magnitude in change due to
the compounded changes in which other components of the protein unfolded adding to
the RMSD data.
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Figure 5-7: Identification of the members of the TSE along trajectories at 350K by
Φ-RMSD versus structural RMSD.
The plots represent Φ-RMSD, light lines, (see methods) versus structural RMSD, dark
lines, of the C-α relative to the initial simulation structure. (Top to Bottom TS1, TS2,
TS3, TS4, TS5)

The change in solvent accessible surface area (SASA) was also monitored for
each of the unfolding trajectories and plotted against Φ-RMSD. (Figure 5-8) In this
analysis it was expected that an increase in SASA corresponded to the protein structure
change towards unfolding by loss of contacts made in the TS. The changes in SASA
were consistent for all identified TS conformations at which point small changes in
SASA between 300Å2 and 800Å2 were observed around the identified TS. (Figure 5-8)
This observation is inline with other experimental work suggesting the TS structure of
NTL9 to be relatively compact and contain significant secondary structure [182, 193].
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Small changes in SASA are generally attributed to the dissolution of non-covalent
interactions stabilizing the transition state, where as large changes are commonly caused
by changes in hydrophobic interactions. This observation is also in agreement with the
previous work suggesting that electrostatic interactions are only weakly formed in the TS
of NTL9 [189].
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Figure 5-8: Identification of the members of the TSE of NTL9 along unfolding
trajectories at 350K by Φ-RMSD versus SASA.
The plots represent the Φ-RMSD, light lines, verse the absolute SASA (Å2) dark lines.
(Top to Bottom TS1, TS2, TS3, TS4, TS5)
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5.3.2 Validation of the TSE
Validation of the identified TS conformations is supported by the correlation
between the Φcalc and Φexp for the 14 residues analyzed. The average correlation among
the 5 structures was 0.83, with a range of between 0.78 and 0.88 using the Pearson linear
correlation method. (Table 5-2) Additionally, R2 analysis of the experimentally
determined versus calculated Φ-values revealed an acceptable range of between 0.64 and
0.77. (Figure 5-11 and Table 5-2) Moreover, the trends in calculated Φ-values were
consistent across each residue for all of the identified TS structures. (Figure 5-9) The
calculated TS βT values were similar to the experimental value of between 0.6 an 0.7
[213], and had an average of 0.60. (Table 5-2) This method further supports the selected
TS conformations since the βT value derived from experiment and calculation good
agreement. In addition to these properties, the properties of an ensemble of 114
structures created through clustering of the original five structures, highlights variation in
the TSE. (Table 5-3)
Table 5-2: Properties of the TS Conformations
Time
TS
P
R2
SASA (Å2)
(ps)
TS1
81
0.80
0.64
5925
TS2
62
0.87
0.76
6274
TS3
191
0.88
0.77
6505
TS4
397
0.78
0.61
6083
TS5
289
0.80
0.64
6274

βT
0.69
0.58
0.50
0.64
0.58

Radius of
Gyration (Å)
16.93
16.56
17.11
18.59
16.29

Cα RMSD
(Å)
6.7
6.5
8.4
10.3
9.0

204
0.83
0.68
6212
0.60
17.10
8.2
Average
Table 5-2: Properties of the TSE conformations of NTL9.
The average results determined from average values for each of the clusters for each TS identified.
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Table 5-3: Transition State Ensemble Properties
Radius of
Fraction of Native
SASA (Ǻ2)
Cα RMSD (Ǻ)
Gyration (Ǻ)
Contacts
Average
16.82
6167
9.0
0.29
Min
14.50
5817
4.7
0.20
Max
19.27
6574
11.9
0.41
Std Deviation
1.22
160
1.7
0.05
Table 5-3: Transition State Ensemble Properties of NTL9. The average results determined from average
values for ensembles of 114 TS structures.

Figure 5-9: The R2 analysis of experiment versus calculated Φ-values for the TSE
members of NTL9.
Top to Bottom TS1, TS2, TS3, TS4, TS5.
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Figure 5-10: Experimental versus calculated Φ-values for NTL9.
The experimental Φ-values represented by the empty circles and are connected by a line
for easier tracking by eye. The calculated Φ-values for each of the 14 residues identified
are as follows TS1 triangles, TS2 asterisks, TS3 plus sign, TS4 squares, TS5 full circles
(these overlap with TS1).
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5.3.3 Properties and Characterization of the TSE
The properties of the 5 identified TS conformations are summarized in Table 5-2.
Additionally, because these 5 structures do not represent an absolute description of the
TS, a TS is better thought of as an ensemble of structures, average properties of the
structures are also listed.
Following the identification of the TSE we examined and characterized the TSE
relative to the native state of NTL9. The folded state was broken down into its β-sheet,
loop region and helical elements. (Figure 5-1) These elements were analyzed for each of
the TS structures.

5.3.4 β-strand 1
The residues on the first β-strand (Residues 1 to 7) in the NTL9 native structure
form several contacts with residues of the second β-strand (Residues 16 to 21).
Additionally, sitting between two β-sheet structures, residues 1 to 6 make contact with
residues of the third β-strand (Residues 33 to 39). (Figure 5-1 and 5-11) The first βstrand is preserved in the TS containing nearly complete β-character according to
secondary structure analysis by DSSP [214]. (Figure 5-12) In the case of TS1 this βstrand character was extended beyond residue 6 and until residue 12. Native contacts
between this β-strand 1 and β-strand 2 are well maintained in the TSE. In the TS
structures native contacts were lost between residues 1 and residues 22-24 which make
up the beginning of the α-helix. (Figure 5-11) However, it is noted that in the TSE nonnative contacts exist between residues 3 and 5 and residue 22 near the region between the
α-helix and end of β-strand 2. These non-native contacts appear in TS4, however here
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they occur with residue 21. (Figure 5-11) The novel contacts noted in the TSE may help
support the inclusion of the final N-terminal region in the final folded state. Furthermore,
this supports the high experimental Φ-value of residue 22 which was not included in by
the calculated Φ-values.
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Figure 5-11: The contact maps for each of the TS structures in the TSE of NTL9.
Left Contact map darker color TS structure relative to the lighter color, native state. Right
A plot of the 3D structure of the TS. (Top to Bottom TS1, TS2, TS3, TS4, TS5)
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Figure 5-12: The DSSP analysis of the residues in the native state and TSE
structures of NTL9.
Identical DSSP results exist for native state and TS1 as well as TS3 and TS4 (Top to
Bottom: NATIVE STATE, TS1, TS2, TS3, TS4, TS5)

Contacts with the third β-strand structure in the TSE of NTL9 are well persevered.
Additionally, non-native contacts are noted in the TSE between the N-terminal region
and the end region of β-sheet 3. This is the region constituting the beginning of the interdomain helix (Residues 39-41). This region may act as scaffolding in the folding
pathway to facilitate the incorporation of the N-terminus in the native state. Moreover,
loss of contacts between residue 3 and the 43-44 residue region of the helix are noted in
the TSE. It suggests the importance of simulating an appropriate length of inter-domain
helix. However, it is difficult to come to any conclusions about these contacts because
they are interacting with the N-termini which may be particularly flexible in our
simulations in part due to lack of friction with water molecules because of the implicit
solvent model employed. Furthermore, native structure contacts between the helix and
the most N-terminal residues are not seen in the more recent NMR models of NTL9
[180].

5.3.5 Turn – Loop Region and β-strand 2
The turn or loop region, is defined by the residues between the first and second βsheets (Residues 7-16). (Figure 5-1) Contacts in the native state suggest that this loop
region is compact, tucking the majority of turn and end residues into the region under β-
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sheet 2. (Figure 5-11) In the unfolding simulations the loop region was the first region to
lose native form after which followed a loss of interactions between the secondary
structural elements (viewed from trajectory). In the native state the beginning of this
region including parts of the end of β-strand 1, (Residues 6-9) make contacts with the
other end of the loop region, residues 11-14. DSSP analysis identified strong (90-96%)
loop regions for these residues in the native state. (Figure 5-12) In the TS, DSSP analysis
of this region yielded a mix of results, including very strong (100%) loop character for all
but residue 13 in TS5 to nearly no loop character in TS1. TS1 also displayed non-native
contacts between residues 9-11 and 13-14. Evident in all conformers of the TSE is that
the loop structure adjacent to residue 11 is not fully formed. Further analysis of contacts
between residues in this region suggests significant loss of the loop structure with native
contacts missing between the residues of the beginning and end of this region. (Figure 511) Contacts between residue 17 of β-strand 2 and members of the loop region (Residues
7-16) are missing in all conformations of the TSE. This is consistent with the low
experimental Φ-value for residue 17. Further analysis of the SASA for these residues
also points to observations from unfolding trajectories that this turn region is not fully
tucked towards the second β-sheet structure. (Figure 5-13) In the native state these
contacts exist and form electrostatic interactions. However, in the TS the conformation
of this loop does yet not facilitate the formation of electrostatic interactions, consistent
with experiment [189].
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Figure 5-13: The SASA (Å2) computed for each residue in each of the NTL9 TS
structures identified.
These values are compared to the native state 1DIV experimental structure SASA (Å2)
values (dark line and diamonds).

Finally in the native state Lys-14 and Lys-15 of the loop region make close
contacts with the α-helix at Gln-50 Lys-51 and Glu-54 [174]. Due to its location at the
beginning of β-strand 2 this may be an important contact in the final form. Experimental
Φ-values for such residues are low, moreover more recent structures [188], do not display
this interaction and so it is possible that these observed interactions are artifacts of the
structural elucidation process. In our analysis the TSE contact maps as well as DSSP
analysis suggest that this region is not fully formed in the transition state of NTL9.

In addition to the native state contacts already mentioned, β-strand 2 also makes
contacts with the inter-domain α-helix. (Figure 5-11) These native contacts were
observed between residue 18 and residues 39, 44 and 47. In the TSE only the first of
these interactions with residue 39 was observed and this occurred in 3 of 5 structures.
DSSP analysis for the native state revealed strong β-sheet character from residues 17-20,
but in 3 of the 5 TS conformations (TS2, TS3 and TS5) of the ensemble this β-sheet
structure was not present or was reduced. (Figure 5-12) In the remaining 2 TS structures
this β-sheet character was extended beyond the native state region around the loop.

Non-native contacts appeared consistently in the TSE between residue 3 and the
end region of β-strand 2 structure, residue 22. This region is susceptible to considerable
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flexibility being near the N-terminus of NTL9. This particular contact does not appear in
the native state because the Cα distance is just under the cutoff for the contact map
analysis. Thus, we suggest that this observation is an artifact of the analysis method and
highlights the sensitivity of a reaction coordinate like residue-residue contacts.

5.3.6 α-Helix
A short 4 residue α-helix connects the second and third β-strands. The helix is
made up of residues 25 to 29 according to DSSP analysis. (Figure 5-12) Primary contacts
within this region are between components of the helix itself. In our TSE it was observed
that the helix region was extended beyond residue 29 to residue 33 and in some cases
even further. This extended helix structure is thought to be slightly more flexible in the
TSE as slightly fewer intra-helix contacts were observed. (Figure 5-11) Additionally, the
Cα RMSD of these residues for each of the TSE structures exhibit greater variation than
other residues suggesting they have more flexibility. (Figure 5-14) This extended helix
may play a role as a molecular scaffold upon which the final form of the nucleus region
rests prior to sampling the conformational degrees of freedom prior to finding the native
state. The fact that it was more flexible suggests that the helix has also not fully settled
into its native conformation and as such in the TS the electrostatic interactions have not
fully formed. (Figure 5-10, 5-11 and 5-14) Additionally, new contacts between residues
22 and 27 are noted in the TSE. It is thought that these may be transient contacts further
supporting the idea that the final structure linking β-strand 2 and the helix is not fully
developed in the TSE.
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Figure 5-14: Residue Cα RMSD (Å) from the native state conformation of NTL9.
The structural Cα RMSD (Å) per residue for each of the structures in the TSE. The
RMSD was calculated relative to the native state conformation. (Top to Bottom TS1, TS2,
TS3, TS4, TS5) Variation in Cα RMSD in the TSE indicates flexibility in the
conformation of the residue in the TS.
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5.3.7 β-strand 3
In the TSE the N-terminal region of the third β-strand does not make contacts
with the beginning of the loop region as seen in the native state. (Figure 5-11)
Investigation of this region by DSSP reveals a lack of fully formed secondary structure in
adjacent structures. Specifically in the end region of β-strand 1 and the loop region
connecting to β-strand 2 have not fully formed. (Figure 5-12)

5.3.8 Inter-domain Helix
The inter-domain helix in the transition state is largely formed. (Figure 5-11 to 513) Throughout the unfolding simulations the helix is largely structured. The C-terminal
end displayed some fraying. DSSP analysis reveals that in the TSE the helix region is
split into 2 parts divided at residue 49. (Figure 5-12) Later in the unfolding simulations
the helix looses integrity in this region. Contact map analysis reveals that in the TSE
fewer contacts are made between residues within the helix, similar to the other helix
structure. This may point to greater helix flexibility in the TSE. (Figure 5-13) As
mentioned earlier, the N-terminal region of L9 residues 1 and 2 make contact with
residues 40 and 41 of the helix. No significant non-native contacts were found in the
TSE. (Figure 5-13) Our observations of the inter-domain helix may be misleading,
however, as it has been shown that helices are over stabilized in the GB implicit solvent
model [215]. That said, it is particularly interesting that the helix loses integrity at
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residue 49 since this would be expected to be even more pronounced under conditions
that do not over stabilize the helix.
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5.4 Conclusions

In this work, macroscopically derived Φ-values were utilized to determine the TS
of a microscopic system. Since single reaction coordinate investigations can only
represent some fraction of the entire ensemble, our five transition states represent a few
transition states and not a statistically significant ensemble. In order to better describe
the ensemble the five identified TS structures were the basis of clustering algorithms to
generate a more representative TSE of NTL9. Ideally, we would have liked additional
experimental data to build a more statistically significant TSE based on several reaction
coordinates. Unfortunately, the study of transition states has proven difficult
experimentally limiting data available. Nonetheless, the work here goes beyond the
common methodology of identifying and characterizing transition states using only single
or very few (< 10) unfolding simulations [163, 167-170].

In this paper we have identified and subsequently characterized the TSE of NTL9
at atomic resolution. This was accomplished through the Φ-RMSD results driven by
experimental knowledge of Φ and βT values. Given the great difficulties in locating the
TSE we believe that this represents the best picture of the NTL9 transition state to date.
We have determined that the TSE ensemble of NTL9 is largely native in composition
with all major parts of secondary structure well defined. Our results are consistent with
experimental knowledge which suggests that the TS is largely native in structure [216].
Moreover, in atomic level description of the TSE, secondary structure elements do not
make optimal interactions between other units in the N-terminal nucleus region. Such
optimal interactions are likely facilitated by electrostatic interactions and thus this
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observation is also in agreement with past experimental work on the TS [188]. In the
folding path of NTL9 after reaching the TSE results suggest that much of the drive
towards the native state is spent optimizing contacts between stable secondary structure
elements and forming contacts in loop region.
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6
Probing the Folding of mini-protein Beta3s by Two Dimensional Infrared
Spectroscopy; Simulation Study

In this chapter we use of infrared coherent two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy
(2DIR) to characterize the folding mechanism of the mini-protein Beta3s is proposed. In
this study Beta3s was folded by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation and intermediate
conformational ensembles were identified. The one and two-dimensional correlation
spectrum was calculated for the intermediate and native states of the mini-protein. A
direct structure-spectra relationship was determined by analysis of conformational
properties and specific residue contributions. We identified the structural origin of
diagonal and off-diagonal peaks in the 2DIR spectra for the native and intermediate
conformational ensembles in the folding mechanism. This work supports the
implementation of computational techniques in conjunction with experimental 2DIR to
study the folding mechanism of proteins. In addition to exploring the folding mechanism
the work presented here can be applied in combination with experiment to refine and
validate current molecular dynamics force fields.
The work presented in this chapter, “Probing the Folding of mini-protein Beta3s
by Two Dimensional Infrared Spectroscopy; Simulation Study” was developed in
collaboration between Christopher N. J. Marai, Jin Wang and Shaul Mukamel and
submitted for review and publication to PMC Biophysics.
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6.1

Introduction

The biological activities of proteins are determined by the specific threedimensional structure and dynamical properties of the molecule. The activity of
misfolded proteins has been implicated in diseases including Alzheimer's, Diabetes,
Parkinson's disease, many cancers and cancer-related syndromes; consequently an
understanding of the protein folding mechanism is of importance to pharmaceutical
design and molecular biology [5-9]. Our understanding of protein folding has largely
remained elusive due to the short timescales at which folding occurs and the large
number of degrees of freedom involved in tracking such mechanisms [111, 112, 217].
Energy landscape theory provides a novel framework for understanding the global
principles of protein folding in terms of funnels [9]. A greater understanding of this
process can be facilitated by further insight into both the structural and dynamical
changes that occur during the folding process. A combination of experiment and
calculations has recently been developed to monitor these changes in tandem.

6.1.1 Protein Folding
Traditionally the majority of experimental data on protein folding has been
obtained through kinetics experiments which do not report on atomic level structural
changes that characterize the folding process. Additionally, until recently, experimental
methods with structural resolution have lacked the temporal resolution necessary to
observe ultra-fast folding processes. These methods, including 1DIR, fluorescence,
NMR and XRD, have resulted in indirect or time-averaged information about the
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structure and the energy surface of proteins along the folding path. Although progress
has been made by advanced NMR techniques combined with simulation, lengthy folding
processes have yet to be explored [26]. Recent advances in 2DIR correlation
spectroscopy, using techniques derived from NMR, are shedding new light on the
mechanism of protein folding [27-31].

6.1.2 Infrared Spectroscopy
Similar to 1DIR absorption spectroscopy, 2DIR uses infrared wavelengths to
probe the Amide-I and other vibrational bands present in protein structure [135]. The
Amide-I band, consisting of the carbonyl stretch of the protein backbone is commonly
probed by IR based techniques because it displays structural sensitivity due to coupling
between in-phase bending of N-H and stretching of C-H bonds [140]. In proteins these
bands respond to coupling between amide units and delocalization of vibrational states,
thus reporting on the size and secondary structure of proteins. Using advanced, multiplepulse coherent spectroscopy techniques like 2DIR, transitions can be spread across two
axes revealing vibrational couplings resulting from three-dimensional structural contacts
[141-145]. Coupled with ultrafast optical techniques, 2DCS IR spectroscopy results in a
structure-based tool that is responsive at the ultrafast timescales present in the folding
mechanism. Accordingly 2DIR spectroscopy is now being used to study unfolding
processes in T-jump experiments.
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6.1.3

Molecular Dynamics Simulation and Simulated 2DIR

It has been proposed that simulation of 2DIR spectra coupled with MD
calculations can provide additional insight into the folding pathway, particularly when
compared with experiment [218, 219]. The accurate simulation of one-dimensional
absorption spectra of proteins by incorporating a dipole-dipole coupling scheme is well
established [220]. Although the simulation of 2DIR presents greater challenges, it is now
increasingly possible to reliably calculate the 2DIR spectra for a variety of small protein
structures [39, 145, 151, 221, 222]. In these calculations a Local Amide Hamiltonian is
generated with structural coordinates derived from MD simulations [151]. The signal is
then simulated by a third-order response function dependent on all of the one and twoexciton states and their coupling to a thermal bath by the sum over states (SOS) method
or nonlinear exciton equations (NEE). Spectra are calculated for structures, particularly
intermediates, in a MD simulation of protein folding. The calculated spectra can then be
compared to experimental 2DIR to elucidate new structural information about the folding
mechanism. Additionally, structural information from 2DIR folding experiments coupled
with MD and simulated 2DIR shows promise as a tool to validate and refine of MD force
fields [141-145, 223].

In this study, simulated 2DIR was used to characterize the folding mechanism of
the 20 residue β-sheet mini-protein Beta3s. (Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2) Beta3s, a denovo three-stranded β-sheet mini-protein, contains common protein structural motifs
including a β-hairpin and an anti-parallel β-sheet [224, 225]. The structure and folding of
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Beta3s has been probed extensively by NMR and through numerous computational
studies, however much remains unknown about its folding mechanism [142, 226-231].
NOE and chemical shift data suggests that Beta3s exists in a single structured antiparallel
beta-sheet conformation that is in equilibrium with a random coil conformation [142].
The sheet conformation exists with turns at Gly-6-Ser-7 and Gly14-Ser-15 and a
population of 13-33% according to NOE intensities and 30-55% according to chemical
shift data. Additionally, equilibrium sedimentation and NMR dilution experiments
showed Beta3s to be monomeric in solution [142]. This data, together with the synergies
of MD and 2DIR calculations, provide a unique opportunity to reveal spectra-structure
correlations and explore the folding mechanism of Beta3s from a structural perspective.
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Figure 6-1: The residue composition and investigated conformational states of Beta3s.
Top: Residues in Beta3s structure shown in native conformation. Bottom: Cartoon rendering of Beta3s in a)
native b) Ns c) Cs d) Ch-Curl conformations e) 6-12 Helix.
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Figure 6-2: Beta3s native structure with cartoon backbone and stick representations of side chains.
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6.2

Methods

6.2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Beta3s
Beta3s, a synthetic 20-residue peptide (Thr1-Trp2-Ile3-Gln4-Asn5-Gly6-Ser7Thr8-Lys9-Trp10-Tyr11-Gln12-Asn13-Gly14-Ser15-Thr16-Lys17-Ile18-Tyr19-Thr20),
[142], was modeled with the CHARMM PARAM19 force field [87]. This force field
explicitly models all heavy atoms and the hydrogen atoms bound to nitrogen or oxygen
atoms. The folding simulations were performed with the program CHARMM [87, 232],
and analysis was carried out with the MMTSB [209] package as well as our own code.
Solvent interactions were taken into account by an implicit model based on solventaccessible surface area (SASA) [233]. Ten simulations of 200 ns each, starting from a
linear structure and random seed were performed under default electrostatic cutoffs
(7.5Å) and 330 K to sample the folding pathway of Beta3s. This procedure has been
used extensively by Caflisch et al. to reversibly fold Beta3s into its NMR conformation
and efficiently sample its folding landscape on several occasions [226-231]. Folding to
the native conformation was confirmed by fraction of native contacts (Q-score) analysis.
The peptide was considered folded to the known folded NMR conformation, detailed in
reference 18, when at least 25 of 26 Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) constraints were
satisfied, a Q-score of greater than 0.95.
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Figure 6-3: The free energy surface of Beta3s and assigned conformational states.
Beta3s free energy surface approximated from data in previous works by Caflisch et al. [227, 228].
Axis ∆G, Q1-2 and Q2-3 representing, free energy and fraction of native contacts in each of the
strands N-terminal (strand 1), central, (strand 2) and C-terminal (Strand 3) respectively. Blue
indicates low and red indicates high free energy values on a free energy scale from 0-4 kcal/mol.
Conformations, a) native b) Ns c) Cs d) Ch-Curl conformations e) 6-12 Helix, are assigned to
local basins in accordance free energies described in previous work [227, 228].

6.2.2 Conformation Identification
Significant exploration of the conformational space of Beta3s has already been
accomplished by a variety of rigorous methodologies [226-231]. (Figure 6-3) The most
current work at the time of this study had identified several statistically significant
conformations in the folding of Beta3s [227]. The most populated structures in the
folding pathway include the mostly helical “6-12 helix” (Figure 6-1e), a curled structure
“Ch-curl” (Figure 6-1d), a native like structure with the C-terminus out of register “Csor” (Figure 6-1c), a native like with the N-terminus out of register “Ns-or” (Figure 6-1b),
and native structure (Figure 6-1a). These structures listed in table 6-1 and displayed in
figure 6-1 were defined by Karplus and Caflisch et al. using the DSSP [234] backbone
configuration and investigated in this study [227]. (Figure 6-1, Table 6-1) The DSSP
configuration identifies residue conformations based upon the φ, ψ backbone angle [234].
In our study each of the 5 conformations studies were identified by comparison of the
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DSSP calculated backbone configuration at each time step in the trajectories to the
published backbone configurations for each intermediate. A total of five structures were
chosen for each conformation investigated. Since many structures were identified and
only a few were required with some heterogeneity only the middle structure of each
quintile in a distribution of structures was chosen for investigation. The quintile
distribution was formed from analysis of all matching structures by clustering backbone
RMSD to the centroid. By this process we were able to account for slight structural
variances in the backbone configurations that are more consistent with an ensemble of
structures in a conformation.

Table 6-1: Conformational Properties of Beta3s
Conformation
Q
Radius of Gyration (Å)
SASA (Å2)
Backbone DSSP String
612 Helix
0.59
7.98
2084
~HHHHHHHHHHHS~~~~~
Ns-or
0.99
7.45
1993
EEEESTTEEEEESSEEEE
Cs-or
0.89
7.96
2004
EEEESSEEEEESSSEEEE
Ch-Curl
0.89
7.78
1951
~~SSGGG~~~EESSEETT
Native
1.00
7.50
1783
EEEESSEEEEEESSEEEE
Table 6-1: Conformational Properties of Beta3s.
The averaged conformational properties of investigated Beta3s conformations, DSSP assigned backbone
configuration, Q, fraction of native contacts, radius of gyration (Å), and SASA (Å2), solvent accessible
surface area.

It has been well documented that solvation and arrangement of solvent plays an
important role in the 1D and 2DIR spectra of the amide bond [39, 235, 236].
Consequently the identified conformations from the CHARMM PARAM19 force field
were solvated and all hydrogen atoms were added. The solvation process involved an
initial minimization of the solvent around a constrained protein backbone followed by 20
ps of backbone constrained molecular dynamics to allow for adjustment of the proteinwater interface. The CHARMM PARAM22 [39, 91], all atom force field was
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implemented in this process. This procedure resulted in a total of 100 unique solvent
environments for the 5 unique structures of each of the 5 conformations investigated.

6.2.3 Amide I Spectral Calculations 1D and 2D IR Spectra: SPECTRON
An ensemble of 500 structures for each conformation was used in the Amide-I
spectral calculations. Simulation of the 1D and 2DIR spectra was carried out according
to an approach described by Zhuang and Mukamel [151, 237-239], as implemented in the
SPECTRON [151], software package. The Local Amide Hamiltonian (LAH) approach
was applied to describe the peptide structures in our calculations [152, 240-243]. The
Hamiltonian parameters were provided by Mukamel et al. as implemented in
SPECTRON [151]. Vibrational couplings of different amide modes were calculated by
the ab initio maps of Torri and Tasumi [220, 244, 245]. The three-pulse coherent fourwave mixing technique was simulated, where three incoming pulses with wave vectors
k1, k2, k3 interact with the protein to generate a signal in the direction kI = -k1 + k2 +k3.

The sum over states (SOS) technique with a Lorentzian lineshape with varying FWHM
values was used to simulate the 2DIR signal [151]. Details on the methods used in
SPECTRON have been presented in reference 28 and 47. These parameters have been
shown to provide reliable 1D and 2D spectra for both α-helical and β-content peptides
that are suitable for comparison with experiment [235, 238, 246, 247]. The kI signal is
displayed in figures 6-4 and 6-5 by transforming the response function Sν,γβα (t3,t2,t1) as
described in reference 47, to the frequency domain with first t1 and third t3 time delays:

WI(3)
,ν ,γβα (ω1 , t 2 , ω3 ) =| ∫

∞

0

∫

∞

0

dt1dt3 S I(3),ν ,γβα (t3 , t2 , t1 ) exp(iω1t1 + iω3t3 ) |

(6-1)
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where ω1 and ω3 are the Fourier conjugates to the t1 and t3 respectively where t2 = 0.

6.2.4 Test of 2DIR computational protocols
The computational protocols involved in the calculation of 2DIR were tested prior
to this work to confirm the correct setup of the simulation software SPECTRON [151].
As a simulation software for 2DIR spectra of proteins, SPECTRON has undergone
significant testing and reliable results have been produced for β-sheet containing proteins
[151, 237-239]. However, since no current 2DIR spectrum of Beta3s exists it is
important to ensure our model produces reasonable results with other known systems. In
this test the trpzip2 protein derived from protein databank (PDB) structure, 1LE1 [248]
was equilibrated simulated by MD simulation, solvated and an ensemble generated
according to the procedure outlined in the methods section for Beta3s. The ensemble was
then subjected to 1D and 2DIR calculations of the Amide-I band using the kI pulse
orientation in SPECTRON. The resulting spectra produced are displayed in Figure 6-6
and are in good agreement with past experimental work and theoretical calculations on
trpzip2 surveyed in detail by Ganim and Tokmakoff [39]. Specifically, in the 1DIR
spectra the peak positions and relative intensities are qualitatively similar of those
surveyed in Figure 3 in the Ganim and Tokmakoff review [39]. The 2DIR spectra is
derived from the same initial structure input as the 1D spectrum, this input must be
supplied correctly for useful results [151, 237-239]. Thus, by its dependence on the
initial structure and good agreement between the simulated and experimental 1DIR, the
2DIR should be accurately simulated by these methods. Nonetheless, the 2DIR spectrum
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was also simulated and compared to previous work [39]. The simulated 2DIR spectrum
revealed peak characteristics and locations similar to those of experiment and the more
accurate simulations shown in Figure 3 of reference [39]. Consequently, these results
suggest that the methods we have employed in the simulation of Beta3s 2DIR are well
executed and capable of providing reliable results.

Figure 6-4: 1D and 2DIR of trpzip2.
Top: 2DIR spectra for trpzip2 as generated by SPECTRON. Bottom: 1DIR linear spectrum of
trpzip2. Both spectra are in good agreement with previously studies of trpzip2.
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6.2.5 Analyzing Residue Contributions Normal Mode Decomposition
Assessment of the spectra-structure correlations requires assignment of specific
residues to peaks and cross peaks. Here we applied two methods, conformational
difference analysis and normal mode decomposition (NMD). Conformational difference
analysis coupled with two-dimensional contact maps involves qualitative examination of
spectra relative to the structure of the native state and the other intermediate
conformations. Since conformations have different structures the disappearance or
presence of a particular peak relative to the native state and other states can reveal
structure-peak correlations.
Normal mode decomposition (NMD) provides a simple analysis of the Local
Amide Hamiltonian for cross peak interactions. In NMD analysis the excitonic
Hamiltonian is diagonalized to obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors for each of the
residue. The eigenvalues provide a quantitative approximation of the IR frequency of
each residue, although this does not fully take into account overlap between adjacent
residues. The magnitude of the eigenvectors produced for each residue-residue
interaction is squared providing an approximate contribution of the residue-residue
interaction for each of the 19 x 19 interactions. The strength of this coupling is displayed
in the bottom left corner of figure 6-7, stronger couplings are indicated by red peaks and
weaker by blue peaks. Consequently, residue coupling contributions from non-adjacent
residues, a result of secondary interactions, can be observed. Further description of NMD
analysis follows.
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6.2.6 Normal Mode Decomposition Method
Normal mode decomposition (NMD) is a method that provides a simple analysis
of the Local Amide Hamiltonian revealing strengths of cross peak interactions and mode
excitation values. In NMD analysis the excitonic Hamiltonian is diagonalized to obtain
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for each of the residues in the system. The diagonalized
matrix consists of Eigenvectors Ci the magnitude of which is the Eigenvalue Ei, where
HCi=EiCi. The elements in the vector Ci are can be denoted cij the wave function is
represented by,
N

φi = ∑ ci j ψ j

(6-2)

j =1

where,
N

∑c
j =1

ij

2

=1

(6-3)

The Eigenvalues extracted from this diagonalization represent the frequency of each
mode (residue). Consequently the cij2 value related to the Eigenvectors represents the
contribution of mode (residue) i to mode (residue) j. The contribution from each i and j is
what is plotted in the NMD analysis.
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6.3

Results and Discussion

6.3.1 1DIR Spectra of Beta3s
The one-dimensional IR spectrum of each of the Beta3s conformational
ensembles was calculated revealing significant differentiation between structures. (Figure
6-4) In the 1DIR, Amide-I band absorption at both high and low frequency peaks
distinguish different secondary structure conformations and thus can be used to detect the
degree of folding or point in the folding mechanism. Common Amide-I bands in proteins
originating from the protein backbone configuration include, β structures absorbing at
1610-1640 cm-1 (v┴) and 1680-1690 cm-1 (v║), α-helix at 1640-1650 cm-1 and the 16501660 cm-1 random coil regions [140]. The low frequency (v┴) β absorption is a result
coupling perpendicular to the β-strand while the high frequency β absorption is (v║) a
result of in plane coupling [249]. The 1DIR data presented in figure 6-4 and table 6-2 has
been calculated for explicitly solvated conformational ensembles with a homogenous
broadening parameter (Г) of 1.0 (solid line), 5.0 (dashed line) and 10.0 cm-1 (dotted line).
Table 6-2: 2DIR Diagonal Peak Characteristics
Splitting (cm-1)
Absorption Region (cm-1)
Beta
Alpha
Alpha
Beta
BetaAlphaAlpha
Conformation
Low
Low
High
High
Alpha
Alpha
Beta
23
38
26
Nat
1630
1645
1665
1678
Ns
1638
N/A
1678
1692
42
N/A
18
Cs
1648
N/A
1678
1692
42
N/A
18
66
N/A
16
Ch
1632
N/A
1672
1688
612
1632
1662
N/A
1685
42
N/A
32
Table 6-2: 2DIR Diagonal Peak Characteristics.
Diagonal peak characteristics calculated from 2DIR at 5cm-1 line width parameter (Г), position and relative
distance, for Beta3s conformations.
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Figure 6-5: The simulated 2DIR spectrum of Beta3s.
Right: The linear absorption spectra for investigated conformations of Beta3s calculated with
homogenous broadening parameters 1 cm-1 (solid line), 5 cm-1 (dashed line) and 10 cm-1 (dotted
lines). Bottom axis is absorbance in cm-1 and side axis is absorbance. a) native b) 6-12 Helix c) Cs
d) Ns and e) Ch-Curl. Left: The 2DIR spectra for the kI experimental parameters for each
conformation of Beta3s. Columns left to right represent line width parameters (Г) 1 cm-1 (left), 5
cm-1 (middle) and 10 cm-1 (right). Rows indicate data for each of the conformations top to bottom
native, Ns, Cs, Ch-Curl, 6-12 Helix.
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The native conformation 1DIR spectrum of Beta3s at Г of 10 cm-1 shows a
maximum peak at 1636 cm-1 which is consistent with the low frequency v┴ mode for a βsheet structure resulting from oscillations in phase perpendicular to the β-strands (Figure
6-4, Table 6-2) [140]. In the 10 cm-1 data the dominant high frequency peak occurs at
1666 cm-1 which is lower than the typical 1680 cm-1 characteristic high frequency peak

v║ for β-sheets. Investigation of the data obtained at Г of 1 cm-1 reveals the expected high
frequency β-sheet v║ mode at 1680 cm-1. The data at 1 cm-1 also revealed a significant
peak at 1654 cm-1, typically associated with random coil and α-helical secondary
structure [140]. The presence of the 1666 cm-1 and 1654 cm-1 peaks result from the turn
region residues in the native conformation, although the absorption intensity for these
modes is higher than expected. High absorption intensity is likely attributable to
overlapping contributions from very similar modes occurring as a result of the structural
homogeneity of the turn region versus the β-sheet regions in the ensemble. A comparison
of the turn region versus β-sheet regions is described in the table 6-3 data and shows the
β-sheet regions of Beta3s to be less homogenous in structure than the turn sections.
(Table 6-3)
Table 6-3: Native Beta Regions RMSD
RMSD (Å)
Conformation
Sheet 1 Turn 1
Sheet 2
Turn 2
Sheet 3
Residue Range
1-5
6-8
9-13
14-16
17-20
Structure 1
2.28
0.85
1.82
1.39
1.79
Structure 2
1.94
0.55
2.34
1.12
1.24
Structure 3
1.56
0.91
1.63
0.88
2.89
Structure 4
2.10
0.80
0.84
0.99
2.34
Structure 5
1.82
0.89
2.28
1.15
1.94
Average RMSD (Å)
1.94
1.11
1.78
0.80
2.04
Table 6-3: Native Beta Regions RMSD.
The RMSD (Å) values for particular residue ranges (beta sheet ranges) for the native structure of Beta3s.
The data in the table highlights the variance in conformation for each of the 5 native conformation
structures analyzed structure (1-5) around the sheet regions by comparison to the turn regions. The data
suggests turns are more rigid (and thus structurally homogenous) than sheet regions.
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The major peak in the Ns conformation originated at 1653 cm-1 and was
surrounded by a shoulder at 1630 cm-1 and another at 1671 cm-1 at Г of 10 cm-1. (Figure
6-4, Table 6-2) The right shoulders correspond to the high v║ frequency β-sheet
absorption while the central peak and left peaks result from increased random coil
character and the v┴ mode of the β-sheet in this conformation [140]. Interesting, the low
frequency v┴, β-sheet peak shifted approximately 6 cm-1 lower compared to the native
state. A decreasing distance between the high and low frequency Amide-I bands of the βsheets has been shown to correspond to decreasing β-sheet content [39]. This is
expected because the Ns conformation lacks the fully formed N-terminal β-sheet, and
thus contains less β-sheet content when compared to the Native state.

The Cs conformation incorporating an out of register C-terminal region contains a
predominate peak at 1660 cm-1 surrounded by a large shoulder at 1636 cm-1 and a weak
shoulder at 1676 cm-1. (Figure 6-4, Table 6-2) The 1DIR spectra at 1 cm-1 Г further
resolves these peaks particularly the weak shoulder at 1676 cm-1. Relative to the Native
structure a 4 cm-1 decrease in width between the v┴ (1636 cm-1) and v║ (1676 cm-1) modes
of the β-sheet modes was observed indicative of the decrease in β-sheet structure in this
conformation. Additionally, the evolution of a significant random coil peak as a result of
the less structured C-terminal region was observed.
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The Ch-Curl conformation is most similar to the Ns conformation containing a
well ordered C-terminal β-sheet structure and disrupted N-terminal region. In the ChCurl structure however, the C-terminus turn is inverted. (Figure 6-1d) The 1DIR of ChCurl consists of 2 peaks at 1638 cm-1 and 1671 cm-1 in the 10 cm-1 Г regime, additional
resolution reveals multiple strong peaks from 1630 cm-1 to 1688 cm-1. (Figure 6-4, Table
6-2) Critical β-sheet peaks are present as expected with the well structured C-terminus in
this conformation. Variation and multiple strong peaks in the range of ~1645-1660 cm-1
appear to result from the mostly unstructured N-terminal part of the structure, providing
the “Curl” component of this ensemble. The β-sheet peak occurred at 1638 cm-1, 6 cm-1
higher than in the Ns conformation, likely a result of the different interactions between
adjacent β-sheets due to the inversion of the C-terminus sheet [39].

The 1DIR of the 6-12 helical conformation contains a single strong peak at 1658
cm-1 which corresponds the an α-helix or random coil Amide-I absorption [140]. (Figure
6-4, Table 6-2) Further resolution at Г 1 cm-1 shows a splitting of the main peak into a
1656 cm-1 and 1660 cm-1 peak which likely corresponds to the α-helix structure
absorption from residues 6 to 12 and the remainder of the structure which is largely in a
random coil configuration.

6.3.2 2DIR Spectra Beta3s
Simulated two-dimensional IR correlation spectroscopy (2DIR) reveals threedimensional structural information about protein structure by reporting on vibration
couplings and correlations between vibrations contacts. Although 1DIR appears to be
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sufficient to distinguish the different conformations in the folding mechanism of Beta3s it
lacks ability to reveal coupling between specific residues observed in the off-diagonal
peaks of the 2D spectrum. Since 2DIR spectra are calculated with the same Local Amide
Hamiltonian as the 1DIR spectra diagonal peak locations are identical for similar Г
parameters. The 2DIR as displayed in figure 3 was calculated for 3 different
homogenous broadening parameters (Г) of 1.0 (right), 5.0 (middle) and 10.0 cm-1 (left).
In figure 6-4 each 2DIR spectrum is split into two regions, the upper left corner (blue
peaks) and lower right corner (red peaks), containing signals originating from the 0->1
and 1->2 IR transitions respectively.
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Figure 6-6: The structure-spectral correlation for investigated conformations of Beta3s.
Letter designations a) native b) Ns c) Cs d) Ch-Curl conformations e) 6-12 Helix
Top Left: The 2DIR plot at Г of 5 cm-1 for selected conformation. Arrows help highlight peak
position. Black arrows highlight current conformation peaks while gray arrows highlight the
original native conformation peak locations. Bottom Left: The Normal Mode Decomposition plot
of residue coupling intensities (upper left) and structural contact map calculated at 6.7Å cutoff
values. Right: The structural representation of the cross peak position and assigned residue. The
blue spheres in the structure image represent the residues causing the cross peaks.
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Table 6-4: Beta3s Native Peak Assignment
Assigned Peak/Residue
ω1
-ω3
Nat
Ns
Cs
1636 1664
Ile3
Tyr11
NA
NA
NA
NA
1636 1669
Ile3
Asn13
NA
NA
NA
NA
1648 1664
Gln4
Tyr11
Gln4 Tyr11 Gln4
Lys9
1648 1666
Gln4
Gln12
Gln4 Gln12 Gln4 Gln12
1647 1664
Asn5
Tyr11
NA
NA
Gln4 Tyr11
1647 1669
Asn5
Asn13
Gln4 Asn13
NA
NA
1661 1682
Trp10
Tyr19
Trp10 Gly14
NA
NA
1661 1695
Trp10
Thr20
Trp10 Thr20
NA
NA
1659 1630
Lys9
Lys17
Lys9 Lys17
NA
NA
1669 1630
Asn13
Lys17
Asn13 Lys17 Gly14 Lys17
1674 1682
Gly14
Tyr19
Gly14 Ser15
NA
NA
1674 1695
Gly14
Thr20
Gly14 Thr20
NA
NA

Ch
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Lys9 Gln12
Lys9
Ile18
Ser7 Thr16
Thr8 Thr16
Lys9 Gln12
Gln12
17

612
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA

1636 1682
Ile3
Tyr19
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA NA
1648 1682
Ile4
Tyr19
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA NA
1648 1695
Ile4
Thr20
Ile4
Thr20
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA NA
Table 6-4: Beta3s Native Peak Assignment.
Specific peak assignment of mode contributions from NMA for the native conformation of Beta3s. Nonnative conformation modes noted when applicable. Mode-peak assignment for non-native conformations
with slight variations in mode are presented when a peak is found in the same position as in the native
conformation. White background represents modes of N-Terminal Sheet, Shaded background represents
modes of C-Terminal Sheet. The complete table including conformation specific peak locations is located
in table 6-7 in the appendix.

The native state 2DIR spectrum of Beta3s contains a full complement of cross
peak interactions of the folded protein and was used as a point of reference for the other
conformations. The native state exhibited 15 distinguishable off-diagonal cross peaks in
the 2DIR spectra calculated at a line width of 5 cm-1 as noted in table 6-4 and figure 6-4.
Three specific regions of the 2DIR spectra report on the general conformation of Beta3s,
the 1620-1630 cm-1 and 1650-1680 cm-1 region contain signals resulting from the Cterminal β-structure. The peaks at 1636-1650 cm-1 in the middle of the spectra
correspond to the N-terminal sheet, while the 1675 cm-1 to 1700 cm-1 region from 16201650 cm-1 reports on long-range coupling between C and N-terminal chains through the
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central β-sheet. The Ns 2DIR spectra contained 10 of 15 native cross peaks and a novel
peak at 1621 cm-1 and 1660 cm-1 (Figure 6-6b, Table 6-4 and 6-6) The Cs conformation
included four of the native cross peaks and two unique signals. (Figure 6-6c, Table 6-4)
The additional cross peaks were noted in the Cs conformation between the in 1642 cm-1’s
at 1674 cm-1 and 1678 cm-1. (Figure, 6-6c, Table 6-4) The Ch conformation exhibited the
six of 15 native cross peak interactions likely all from the C-terminal sheet. The Ch
configuration also exhibited 2 novel peaks the in 1660 cm-1’s at 1684 cm-1 and 1698 cm-1
range. (Figure, 6-6d, Table 6-4 and 6-6) Finally, the 6-12 helix displayed no native peaks
and 5 new cross peaks. (Figure 6-6e, Table 6-5)

Table 6-5: Non-Native Peak Assignment
Assigned Peak/Residue
ω1
-ω3
Ns
ω1
1660
1621
Tyr11
Ile18
1642
1642

ω1
1663
1663

-ω3
1684
1698

Ch
Asn5
Asn5

Tyr11
Ile18

ω1
Trp2
Trp2
Gln4
Trp11
Asn13
Asn13

-ω3
1678
1674

Gly6
Gly6

Cs

-ω3
Gln4
Gly6
Gly6
Gly14
Thr16
Lys17

1660
1660
1665
1641
1673
1673

Lys9
Gln12

612
1665
1642
1642
1632
1684
1687

Table 6-5: Non-Native Peak Assignment.
Mode-peak assignments for non-native conformations are presented for non-native peaks derived from
NMA analysis.
Table 6-6: Complete Peak Assignment for Beta3s
ω1
-ω3
Nat
ω1
-ω3
1636 1664
Ile3
Tyr11
NA
NA
1636 1669
Ile3
Asn13
NA
NA
1648 1664
Gln4
Tyr11 1645 1660
1648 1666
Gln4
Gln12 1645 1665
1647 1664
Asn5
Tyr11
NA
NA
1647 1669
Asn5
Asn13 1645 1668
1661 1682 Trp10
Tyr19 1656 1674
1661 1695 Trp10
Thr20 1656 1688

Ns
NA
NA
Gln4
Gln4
NA
Gln4
Trp10
Trp10

NA
NA
Tyr11
Gln12
NA
Asn13
Gly14
Thr20

ω1
NA
NA
1652
1652
1652
NA
NA
NA

-ω3
NA
NA
1663
1674
1668
NA
NA
NA

Cs
NA
NA
Gln4
Gln4
Gln4
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
Lys9
Gln12
Tyr11
NA
NA
NA
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1659
1669
1674
1674

1630
1630
1682
1695

Lys9
Asn13
Gly14
Gly14

Lys17
Lys17
Tyr19
Thr20

1654
1668
1674
1674

1623
1623
1675
1688

Lys9
Asn13
Gly14
Gly14

Lys17
Lys17
Ser15
Thr20

NA
1677
NA
NA

NA
1627
NA
NA

NA
Gly14
NA
NA

NA
Lys17
NA
NA

1636
1648
1648

1682
1682
1695

Ile3
Ile4
Ile4

Tyr19
Tyr19
Thr20

NA
NA
1645

NA
NA
1688

NA
NA
Ile4

NA
NA
Thr20

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

ω1
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1676
1676
1671
1674
1684
1688

-ω3
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1688
1698
1629
1629
1688
1698

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Lys9
Lys9
Ser7
Thr8
Lys9
Gln12

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Gln12
Ile18
Thr16
Thr16
Gln12
Ile18

ω1
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

-ω3
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

Ch

612

Table 6-6: Full Native Peak Assignment for Beta3s.
The table highlights the exact residue contact and peak location as derived from NMD analysis. Assigned
residues may differ slightly from the residues for similar peaks in the native state. This is reported here
because uncertainty peak assignment due to NMD in which delocalization is not accounted for. White
background represents modes of N-Terminal sheet, dark shaded background represents modes of CTerminal sheet, light shaded region indicated peaks due to C-Terminal and N-Terminal coupling through
the central sheet structure.

6.3.3 Residue Contributions and Peak Assignment
One of the primary goals of 2DIR is the assignment of specific cross peaks to
particular residue interactions to reveal the three-dimensional structure of proteins [135].
This has also been among the most challenging tasks for the 2DIR spectroscopists. In
this work the small size of Beta3s along with the multiple conformations of known
structure helps facilitate peak assignment. This is an ideal situation, unique to
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computation, because experimentalists normally do not have atomic conformations for
comparison or work with very large proteins that complicate structure assignment and
necessitate isotopic labels to isolate specific peaks [135, 250].
Structure-peak assignment of Beta3s was determined by two methods,
conformational difference analysis and normal mode decomposition (NMD).
Examination of the Native structure ensemble alone suggests that Beta3s contains two
distinct cross peak contributors originating from residues on the C-terminal and on the Nterminal β-strands. This, however, does not address which residues contribute to each
peak. NMD analysis of the Native conformation of Beta3s allowed us to ascertain 15
readily identifiable residues that contribute to 15 peaks in the 2DIR spectra. (Table 6-4,
Figure 6-6a) The eigenvalues from NMD allowed us to approximate the residue carbonyl
group origin of peaks by assigning an IR absorption frequency to each residue. (Figure 66a, Table 6-4) The eigenvalues assigned to each residue by NMD are shown in Table 6-6.
It is important to remember that NMD analysis provides absorption frequencies for each
residue but that these do not fully incorporate delocalization and overlap between the
modes of the residues.
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Table 6-7: NMD Residue Eigenvalues
Residue
Nat
Ns
Cs
Ch
612
Thr2
1653 1646 1647 1660 1660
Ile3
1636 1640 1646 1657 1661
Gln4
1648 1645 1652 1656 1665
Asn5
1647 1644 1654 1663 1664
Gly6
1643 1642 1642 1648 1666
Ser7
1643 1650 1638 1671 1656
Thr8
1642 1640 1661 1674 1656
Lys9
1659 1654 1663 1676 1651
Trp10
1661 1656 1667 1678 1649
Tyr11
1664 1660 1668 1684 1641
Gln12
1666 1665 1674 1688 1642
Asn13
1669 1668 1674 1639 1673
Gly14
1674 1674 1677 1633 1632
Ser15
1636 1675 1632 1631 1630
Thr16
1667 1624 1631 1629 1684
Lys17
1630 1623 1627 1623 1687
Ile18
1627 1621 1684 1698 1693
Tyr19
1682 1620 1617 1613 1612
Thr20
1695 1688 1593 1594 1610
Table 6-7: NMD Residue Eigenvalues.
The NMD derived Eigenvalues (in frequency cm-1) for each residue studied in Beta3s. The
conformational structure (columns 2-6) associated residue (first column) and frequency in cm-1.
Note that NMD analysis provides frequency for each residue but that these do not fully
incorporate delocalization and overlap between the modes of the residues.

NMD analysis showed six peaks originated from N-terminal strand residue
interaction with the central strand and six peaks originating from C-terminal to central
strand interaction. (Figure 6-4a, bottom left) Interestingly, NMD also revealed peaks
resulting from long range coupling between C-terminal and N-terminal residues (coupled
through the central strand) which provides an indicator of degree of Native structure.
NMD analysis assigns the peak at 1636 cm-1 to Ile3 and a peak at 1647 cm-1 to
Asn5, both of which couple to central-strand Tyr11 and Asn13 at 1664 cm-1 and
1669 cm-1 respectively. (Table 6-4) This is consistent with our 1DIR data that under
initial conformational analysis suggested a 1636 cm-1 peak originates on the N-terminal
strand. Gln4 absorbing at 1648 cm-1 also interacted strongly with Tyr11 and Gln12
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producing additional cross peaks at 1664 cm-1 and 1666 cm-1. Peaks originating from
Gln4 and Asn5 are established by coupling in the NMD plots in figure 6-6a (bottom left)
but less discernable in the 2DIR spectra. These nearly identical peak locations are likely
a result of strong coupling between nearby residues, suggesting significant electronic
delocalization. Together the peaks from 1636 cm-1 to 1647 cm-1 provide a spectral region
representative of the degree native-ness of the N-terminal sheet. Conformational analysis
supports these peaks as an indicator of the N-terminal sheet since it was also found that
these peaks are not present when the N-terminal region was interrupted, similar to the Ns
conformation.
The native conformation of Beta3s exhibited 6 peaks consistent with residue
interactions on the C-terminal β-strand. Specifically, Trp10 and Gly14 were found to
interact with Tyr19 and Thr20 producing cross peaks from v║ interactions at 1661 cm-1,
1674 cm-1 and 1682 cm-1 and a 1695 cm-1 respectively. (Figure 6-6a) Additionally, v┴
interactions were noted between residue Lys17 at 1630 cm-1 in the C-terminal sheet and
Lys9 and Asn13 at 1659 cm-1 at 1669 cm-1. Conformational analysis further supports the
NMD results, since the majority of C-terminal strand residues do not produce cross peaks
when interrupted in the Cs conformation. (Figures 6-6a)
In the Ns conformation, the interactions involving Trp2 and Asn5 were not noted
corresponding to the Ns out-of-register structural disruption. (Table 6-4, Figure 6-6b)
Gln4 however, exhibited an interaction with residues Tyr11, Gln12 and Asn13 forming a
cross peak between 1645 cm-1 and 1660 cm-1 as well as 1665 cm-1 and 1668 cm-1.
Residues on the C-terminal strand produced similar peaks to that of the native structure.
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A blue shift of ~5 cm-1 relative to the native conformation was noted for the 1656 cm-1
peak resulting from coupling to Trp10 on the central β-strand. The blue shift has been
observed in prior work and occurs as the Amide modes localize as a result of β-sheet
unfolding [249]. The majority of the long-range interactions between the C and Nterminal β-sheets were disrupted in this conformation as anticipated. (Figure 6-6b, Table
6-4)
The Cs conformation was noted to contain similar peaks to the native state with
the exception of anticipated disruption in the C-terminal strand. (Figure 6-6c, Table 6-4)
A single C-terminal interaction was noted between Gly14 and Lys17 producing the peak
at 1627 cm-1 and 1677 cm-1. Half of the N-terminal peaks were noted with peaks between
Gln4 at 1652 cm-1 and Lys9, Tyr11 and Gln12. (Figure 6-6c) Cross peaks at the Nterminal region as a result of Ile3 interacting with Tyr11 and Asn13 were not present in
the Cs conformation. Additionally, N-terminal signals due to the Asn5 to Asn13
interaction were not noted in the spectra or by the NMD. Interestingly, new peaks
evolved at 1642 cm-1 and 1674 cm-1 as well as 1678 cm-1 a result of Gly6 interacting with
Lys9 and Gln12 respectively. These spectral signatures reflect that structurally the Nterminal domain is perturbed in the Cs conformation as the C-terminal domain falls out of
register. No blue shifts were noted relative to the native conformation in the Cs state.
The contact map at the bottom of figure 6-6c displays the disruption of overall secondary
structure. This is unsurprising, since it has been suggested that folding of Beta3s prefers
to first fold a structurally stable C-terminal domain that forms a scaffolding to facilitate
folding of the N-terminal domain [226-231]. In the spectra of Cs such structural changes
are ultimately reflected in the red-shifting of noted peaks relative to the native state
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caused by the peptide backbone shifting from a β-sheet (1630-1640 cm-1) to a more αhelical conformation (1650-1660 cm-1).
The Ch-curled conformation exhibited complete disruption of the peaks
corresponding to the N-terminal region. (Figure 6-6d, Table 6-4) Two additional
interactions near the N-terminus indicated by peaks at 1663 cm-1, 1684 cm-1 and 1698
cm-1 attributed to Asn5 interacting with Tyr11 and Ile18. (Table 6-5) The remainder of
the N-terminal domain did not produce cross peaks in this conformation. In the Ch-curl
structure the C-terminal region is inverted relative to the native state and as such a new
set of contacts cause the spectral cross peaks. The new peaks associated with the Cterminal sheet are red shifted as much as 10 cm-1 but are associated with residues similar
to or close to those resulting in the C-terminal peaks of the native state. (Table 6-4 and 65) Ser7 and Thr8 interact with Thr16 at the same location as in the native state at 1629
cm-1 but the cross peak is far shifted Ser7 and Thr8 locations. Largely this is a result of
the conformation of residues 7 and 8 which become helical in the turn region because of
N-terminal domain disruption.
Most different from the native structure, the 6-12 helical conformation of Beta3s
exhibited none of the native cross peaks. (Figure 6-6e, Table 6-4 and 6-5) NMD revealed
that although some peaks and modal interactions appear similar to those in the Native
state they originate from interactions of different residues. Six new interactions were
noted as described in table 6-5. Local backbone interactions in the 1660 cm-1’s between
Trp2 and Gln4 and Gly6 as well as those between Asn13, Thr16 and Lys17 are typical of
the random coil and α-helical structure noted here. Additionally, the NMD plot reveals
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significant coupled interactions along the diagonal indicating strong coupling to nearby
N+1. . .N+3 residues [140]. (Figure 6-6e, bottom left) Such residue interactions are
highly local and thus largely in the diagonal of the 2DIR spectra due to their very similar
absorption frequencies.

6.3.4 The Folding Mechanisms
Computational studies by Caflisch et al. have suggested Beta3s folds through two
possible pathways [227, 228]. The main folding pathway of Beta3s starts with the
formation of the C-terminal side chain contacts followed by the N-terminal contacts.
(Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-4) Additionally, the reverse was also found to be possible
where the N-terminal structure forms first followed by the C-terminal ones. Contacts in
the turn regions were also found to form first [227, 228]. The proposed folding pathways
have been examined numerous times by many methodologies computationally but never
experimentally [226-231]. The 2DIR data presented here can be coupled with 2DIR
experiments to investigate the intermediates and the order in which they are sampled
during the folding of Beta3s.

6.3.5 Spectral Signatures of Folding
In this study, specific spectra-structure correlations have been established that can
provide unambiguous indicators of conformational identity during a folding experiment.
Specifically, during folding Beta3s may sample the 6-12 helical conformation on its way
to the native state. Transition from the 6-12 helix conformation to a more native like
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structure (β-sheet) is well described by the diagonal signals which decrease from a 1660
cm-1 centered primary peak to one in the 1640 cm-1. Moreover, evolution of folding
along the primary pathway, sampling the Ns conformation before the native state, is
indicated by the evolution of 1648 cm-1 cross peaks a result of Gln4 coupling as well as
signals from the full compliment of C-terminal peaks. (Figure 6-6b, Table 6-4) The
existence of the Gln4 peaks also differentiates the Ns conformation spectrally from the
Ch-Curl conformation which lacks this structure but contains a similar C-terminal
spectral signature. (Figure 6-6d) Finally, in the alternate folding pathway the N-terminal
region forms first, thus sampling the Cs conformation prior to the native state. 2DIR
spectral analysis along this folding path would include the Gln4 associated cross peaks
and nearly none of the C-terminal associated peaks in the 1666 cm-1-1680 cm-1 range.
(Figure 6-6c, Table 6-4)

6.3.6 Isotopic Labeling Experiments
Isotope labeling can be used to manipulate 2DIR signals by enhancing desired
spectral features as demonstrated by Hochstrasser [251].

13

C and 18O labeling of peptides

can induce 65 cm-1 red shift of Amide-I bands providing detailed structural constraints.
In this work the different conformations of Beta3s were known and so isotopic labeling is
of minimal help in identifying structure-peak correlations because they can be determined
by conformational analysis alone, however because the information is not available in
experiments, labels may aid in tracking folding. In practice labeling of Gln4 and Tyr19
(both commercially available) could provide insight into coupling of the N-terminal sheet
and C-terminal sheet respectively.
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6.4 Conclusions

We have shown that 2DCS IR spectra of proteins coupled with conformational
sampling though folding calculations can reveal significant structural information about
the ensemble evolution in the folding mechanism. This coupled with experiment can
help to provide unprecedented information about the folding process including
structurally resolved folding kinetics. It is clear, even from the 1DIR, spectrum that the
intermediates sampled in the folding mechanism of Beta3s exhibit distinct spectroscopic
characteristics. Although 1DIR provides some insight into the specific conformation of
the peptide the 2DIR method allows tracking of specific cross peaks and associated
atomic contacts that provide critical indicators of the folding mechanism. The results
presented here suggest that further insight into the folding pathway of Beta3s can be
obtained from experimental work similar to T-jump experiments performed on Ubiquitin
and Amyloids [219, 252, 253]. Additionally, considering the extent to which the Beta3s
peptide has been studied computationally by a number of models, theses results can also
be applied to validation of molecular dynamics force fields [226-231].
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7

Summary

7.1

Characterizing the Protein Folding Mechanism

The work presented in this dissertation provides insights into the protein folding
mechanism through the NTL9 and Beta3s model systems. In an approach that
synergistically utilized experimental data and computation the TSE of NTL9 is
characterized at atomic resolution. Results suggest that initial stages in the folding
pathway involve building basic elements of secondary structure and hydrophobic
collapse. After crossing the TSE, folding consists of optimizing interactions between the
initially formed secondary structures. This study constitutes new knowledge of not only
a necessary stage on of the folding pathway of NTL9 but also the TSE the of the split βα-β fold motif it contains, which is also found in a large number of proteins. The 2DIR
spectrum of the folding pathway of Beta3s has been simulated and analyzed. This
represents the first time an all-atom folding pathway of a protein has been explored by
2DIR simulation. The structural origin of diagonal and off-diagonal peaks in the spectra
for the native and intermediate conformational ensembles in the folding mechanism was
revealed. Specific indicators of folding are revealed in the 2DIR spectrum of the folding
pathway that will be useful in comparison to experiment. As such, the results presented
suggest that further insight into the folding pathway of Beta3s can be obtained from
experimental work similar to T-jump experiments in the past [252, 253]. Additionally,
considering the extent to which the Beta3s peptide has been studied computationally by a
number of models, theses results can also be applied to the validation of molecular
dynamics force fields [226-231].
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7.2

Procedures for Simulating Folding and 2DIR Spectra

The 2DIR spectrum of peptides and proteins is dependent upon the protein
backbone configuration as well as the local environment including solvation.
Unfortunately, at current there are few proteins that can be simulated by all-atom
simulations. As such the work on Beta3s can demonstrate a generalized methodology for
obtaining 2DIR spectra for the folding pathways using reduced representation models.
The simulation of the 2DIR spectrum of a protein begins with a structural starting point,
most often an ensemble. In the case of folding this requires an ensemble of structures at
different locations on the folding pathways. In the case of large proteins the ideal allatom folding simulations are not currently available due to the extensive computational
cost. Reduced representation models (i.e.: lattice and Go-type models) however, offer a
possible solution to investigate the folding pathways of proteins too large to currently
simulate by all-atom simulation. These models are helpful because the folding pathways
are well sampled with limited computational effort. Unfortunately, reduced
representation models, often neglect components critical to accurate simulation of the
2DIR spectrum of proteins. In the work presented on Beta3s in Chapter 6, a reduced
representation model was expanded to include relevant components. In this model, the
solvent and non-polar hydrogen atoms were not explicitly solvated but rather added to the
simulation ensembles prior to calculation of the 2DIR spectrum.

The procedure employed in the work on Beta3s and the general underling concept
is expanded here to allow the calculation of 2DIR for folding pathways of larger proteins.
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In addition to expanding the scope of 2DIR calculations this method, in conjunction with
experimental spectra can explore the relevance of the models used to derive such
pathways. Details of this general procedure are explained in the steps below and in
Figure 7-1:
1) A folding or unfolding simulation containing a reduced representation model is
run to sample the folding landscape. A significant number of such models exist
with a reduced representation of either the solvent and protein system or both.
2) Trajectories from step one are analyzed for relevant intermediate and transition
state ensembles. Numerous techniques already exist to conduct this step.
3) The models from step 2 are “scaled up” to include all-atom components relevant
to the simulation of the 2DIR spectrum. In the most basic models the system is
built out to include all the atoms of the backbone and side chains of the protein as
well as the solvent. Since only relevant ensembles need to be investigated the
system is now limited in scope which means computational requirements are
reduced.
4) The built out system is subjected to an equilibration to remove bad contacts that
may have been introduced in the last step. Several protocols exist to treat this
same problem and are typically addressed when using an experimentally derived
structure in all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. In essence these should
involve a constrained minimization of the protein under investigation.
Constraints should be placed on the backbone configurations and the remaining
structure should be subject to short minimization and potentially molecular
dynamics. Following this the structure should be solvated with explicit solvent.
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The solvent should then also be subjected to a short molecular dynamics
simulation with the proteins system constrained to position it correctly relative to
the structure.
5) The ensemble structures including all-atoms and solvent are ready to be included
in simulation 2DIR simulation software.

Figure 7-1: 2DIR simulation protocols for adapting reduced representation models.
The stepwise practical procedure for simulation of 2DIR calculations is highlighted. Images on the
right hand side, top to bottom, Cα model system, scaled up system (now all-atoms are includes),
solvent added to all atom system, simulated 2DIR of full system.
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7.3

Future Directions

In this dissertation the work and data presented on Beta3s folding mechanism and
its 2DIR spectrum suggests several future projects. Specific to Beta3s specific isotopic
labels have been suggested based upon spectral peaks that provide and indication of the
conformational state. This data proposes that an experimental setup using these
indicators could help track the folding process of Beta3s by 2DIR. Moreover, this work
supports the implementation of computational techniques in conjunction with
experimental 2DIR to study the folding mechanism of proteins. In addition to exploring
the folding mechanism this work can be applied in combination with experiment to refine
and validate current molecular dynamics force fields. Finally, a generalized method has
been proposed in section 7.2 to allow for folding trajectories of reduced representation
models to be simulated by 2DIR. The resultant calculated spectra of these folding
pathways when compared with experimental 2DIR data will undoubtedly further our
understanding of the protein folding problem.
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